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“Look again at that dot. That’s here. That’s home. That’s us. On it everyone you 

love, everyone you know, everyone you ever heard of, every human being who 

ever was, lived out their lives. The aggregate of our joy and suffering, thou-

sands of confident religions, ideologies, and economic doctrines, every hunter 

and forager, every hero and coward, every creator and destroyer of civilization, 

every king and peasant, every young couple in love, every mother and father, 

hopeful child, inventor and explorer, every teacher of morals, every corrupt pol-

itician, every ‘superstar,’ every ‘supreme leader,’ every saint and sinner in the 

history of our species lived there on a mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam.”1

Carl Sagan, Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the Human Future in Space
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Figure 1: Planet Earth
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For as long as I can remember, I have been curious about the vastness and 

beauty of outer space. I used to dream about science fiction cities and ga-

lactic civilizations as a child - narratives from Star Wars, Mars Attacks and 

Interstellar were at the core. This interest was nurtured by making Lego 

starships and grew into my love for design. Mars, naturally, became the 

topic for my thesis as it combines both my passion for science fiction and 

architecture. Space architecture is often regarded as a niche field, where 

architects are put to the periphery in favour of mission critical checklists 

and aerospace demands. The space industry highlights the peak of rock-

etry and engineering, an area where my knowledge is admittedly limited. 

Outer space, thus, humbles me today. As Stephen Hawking outlined in Brief 

Answers to the Big Questions, “we have this one life to appreciate the grand 

design of the universe and for that I am extremely grateful.”2 The vastness 

of outer space is incomprehensible, but I think it brings out something that 

is fundamentally human within us all – our curiosity. By the result of that 

curiosity, becoming a multi-planetary species is probable for humanity and 

this thesis endeavors to support that exciting future. Outlined in the pref-

ace, the very act of going to Mars brings out questions of colonization, po-

litical concerns rooted in capitalism and climate ethics. This architectural 

thesis does not reject these underlying concerns; challenging that we can 

approach these problems and simultaneously explore the possibilities of 

inhabiting a responsible future on Mars. Perhaps by living on the red planet, 

we will realize how lucky we are here on Earth. With these brief caveats and 

personal notes in mind, let’s go to Mars!

PROLOGUE
Towards a Martian Vernacular
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Humanity is at the forefront in a new age of space travel and exploration. 

With the recent advancements in reusable rocket technologies by private 

and government organizations, the prospects of sending humans to Mars 

has never been brighter. However, the conditions of operating within self-sus-

taining environments on Mars can prove to be spatially limiting. While this 

situation encourages functional habitats responding very precisely to their 

technical engineering constraints, those very constraints can be stifling for 

human inhabitation and detrimental to physical and mental well-being. In 

response, this thesis draws on contemporary closed-world settlements and 

speculative science fiction narratives, to explore the intersection of tech-

nology, architecture and well-being on Mars. The research uses analytical 

mapping, rapid prototyping, and design explorations as the primary tools 

of investigation. This thesis posits that the psychological tolls of human 

inhabitation are mission critical and proposes infrastructures where future 

settlers can gather.

ABSTRACT
Towards a Martian Vernacular
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The prospects of sending humans to Mars have never been brighter. How-

ever, just because we have the technology and means to go to the red plan-

et, it does not inherently follow that we should “lift-off.” The thesis present-

ed within rationalizes the proverb, “There Is No Planet B.” Earth is our home, 

and we have an ethical responsibility to take care of it. However, within 

the context of this proverb, Mars is often put up against a false dichotomy 

wherein it is positioned as an escape plan. Going to Mars is not an escape 

plan or a “Planet B”; on the contrary, it is an opportunity to further scientific 

exploration, and engages with humanity’s curiosity to better understand the 

universe beyond our planet. The ethics, politics and justifications around 

this topic are quite diverse and this architectural thesis will not be able to 

resolve all these concerns in any definitive manner, nor is it within the scope 

to do so. However, to preface this larger conversation, concerns surrounding 

colonization, political funding and climate change will be briefly discussed.

Sending humans to Mars, is coupled with notions of inhabitation, and 

mass colonization. According to Lucianne Walkowicz, NASA Chair of As-

trobiology at the Kluge Center, “throughout history, colonization has re-

sulted in mass deaths, the spread of disease, and the decimation or sup-

pression of native cultures. Yet these issues are rarely discussed among 

Mars colonization planners.”3 The ethics of colonization is rooted in the 

potential existence of microbial life on Mars. This possibility creates con-

cerns whereby human presence could unknowingly repeat the conse-

quences of colonization learned from history. However, through the as-

sessment of ground rovers and satellite imagery to date, there have been 

no signs of past or present life on the red planet. From various bio-eth-

ical discourses, if we go to Mars and the first human missions confirm 
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what past rovers have suggested, then it begins to open the possibility 

of a larger scale human presence on the planet. The first missions to the 

red planet will likely have four to six astronauts. These individuals and the 

ones that come after, will have to assess the surface and subsurface com-

position thoroughly before we approach ideas of further expansion. Being 

aware of these implications so as not to repeat the same offenses, indis-

cretions and errors in judgement of the past is critical.

Another question that arises with going to Mars is political funding. Why 

should private and government organizations spend money on going to an-

other planet, when there are so many alternative investments that could 

be made to better life here on Earth? Mars is fundamentally an investment 

in science, and to quantify the value on this type of exploratory funding is 

a difficult task. For context, the annual military budget of the USA in 2020 

was $767 billion dollars; NASA’s budget was only $23 billion and the EPA’s 

budget was even less at $9 billion.456 Perhaps then the argument is not why 

we should spend money on outer space but rather how citizens and gov-

ernments can allocate their budgets to reflect the needs and desires of 

people? How do you compare the value of science and exploration over 

other issues such as national security, climate change, or wealth inequal-

ity? To this, advocates of space exploration can only defend that going to 

Mars provides humanity with answers to questions that have been asked 

for thousands of years. Is life a common phenomenon in the universe or is 

it unique to just Earth? How did Mars evolve from a liquid planet to a cold 

and desolate one? By going to Mars, we will be able to hopefully uncover 

answers to some of humankind’s biggest questions. The value of these 

answers, may indeed be worth the cost of investment.
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The desire to become a multi-planetary species also brings up pressing 

concerns about our own planet’s climate crisis. One can argue that by vir-

tue of sending rockets into space, pollution alone is a reason to dismiss 

the ongoing space program. This is a legitimate issue and is not one that 

we should take lightly as climate change is one of the biggest challenges 

of our time. Similar to the ethical arguments about colonization and invest-

ment priorities, how do we place value on the lives of future generations or 

the health of the planet? According to Eloise Marais an associate professor 

of physical geography at the University College London, “the carbon emis-

sions from rockets are small compared with the aircraft industry but are 

increasing at 5.6% per year... while there are a number of environmental 

impacts resulting from the launch of space vehicles, the depletion of strato-

spheric ozone is the most studied and most immediately concerning.”7 

Although not close to being entirely ideal yet, rockets such as SpaceX’s 

Starship, are starting to use liquid methane and liquid oxygen as fuel - a 

more sustainable alternative to the Apollo program’s Saturn V, which used a 

combination of kerosene and liquid hydrogen. Moreover, alternative fueling 

research is ongoing, and rocket companies like Orbex, are exploring meth-

ods to use “bio-propane that it says can cut CO² emissions by 90% com-

pared with traditional launch fuel.”8 The rocket industry is not perfect, nor is 

it fully justified in the way it operates. But these types of improvements are 

necessary and hopefully they can be implemented quickly, and with similar 

effect, across all transportation industries dependent on fossil fuels. Within 

the context of climate change, architecture on Mars also has a responsibil-

ity for sustainability. As will be addressed in the later episodes, a term that 

was used to encapsulate the underscoring theme of science fiction in this 
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thesis, the research into rapid prototyping as well as reusing found mate-

rials on the planet will be critical to support the future Martian vernacular. 

In the end, the pursuit of interplanetary travel involves questions of privi-

lege. Moreover, it intersects with the way we think about extreme and wild 

environments and whether or not we have a right to explore that which 

is unknown to us. What is humanity’s place in the universe’s pecking or-

der and whether traveling to Mars is ultimately about dominance over 

new terrains or about scientific exploration and curiosity? In Carl Sagan’s 

Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the Human Future in Space, he states that, “in 

the long run, every planetary civilization will be endangered by impacts 

from space, every surviving civilization is obliged to become space far-

ing - not because of exploratory or romantic zeal, but for the most practi-

cal reason imaginable: staying alive.”9 Sagan outlines that Earth is a very 

fragile planet and by going to Mars, humanity secures the possibility of 

survival, from our “cosmic shooting gallery.”10 According to NASA, “every-

day, Earth is bombarded with more than 100 tons of dust and sand-sized 

particles. Every 2,000 years or so, a meteoroid the size of a football field 

hits Earth and causes significant damage to the area. Only once every few 

million years, an object large enough to threaten Earth’s civilization comes

along.”11 The argument of eventual global annihilation, although pragmatic, 

bleak and simple as it may be, is what has given Mars popularity in space 

and science fiction culture today. However, this narrative also creates a 

sense of urgency, divide and fear that exists within marginal, but eventual 

odds. Moreover, the argument of global annihilation, turns its back on Earth 

and towards Mars as being the escapist narrative.
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The scope of this architectural thesis is not one about the ethics of be-

coming a multi-planetary species. These issues were presented to show 

that going to Mars has various ethical discourses surrounding it and to be 

mindful of these concerns and optimisms. With that being said, I believe 

we should look at the prospects of going to Mars, because we have been 

exploring the planet through rovers for numerous decades and that next 

step of sending humans to the planet to explore further and settle is in 

many ways probable. It is not an escape plan but rather it is an exciting 

future where our evolution looks towards our immediate surroundings in 

outer space. Where our past faults, in terms of climate inaction, can be ac-

tively remedied here at home and simultaneously be learned from moving 

forward - and where scientific exploration, discovery and human curiosity 

are at the core. As James and Gregory Benford once said: 
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“Why go to the stars? Because we are the descendants of those primates 

that decided to look over the next hill. Because we won’t survive here indefi-

nitely. Because the stars are there beckoning with fresh horizons.”12

Michio Kaku quoting James and Gregory Benford, The Future of Humanity: 

Our Destiny in the Universe
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On November 14th, 1971, NASA’s Mariner 9 became the first spacecraft 

to orbit another planet.13 The destination was Mars, a planet that had long 

been associated with visions of science fiction narratives but was now be-

ing seen closer than ever before. “Of the more than 7,000 images it trans-

mitted… Mariner 9 mapped 85 percent of the Martian surface.”14 Since then, 

humanity has had a presence on the “red planet”, through orbiters, landers 

and rovers from various countries. For over 50 years, rovers have collected 

data, scanned and studied the surface but that next step of sending hu-

mans to explore further and settle, is highly anticipated. 

The journey to Mars is estimated to be a seven-month trip, where astronauts 

will have to travel close to 480 million kilometers.15 It will require a tremen-

dous investment by government and private space organizations but also 

by the astronauts that are willing to make the journey. The human sacrifice 

of participating in an endeavor of this complexity is often put to the periph-

ery in favour of mission critical checklists and aerospace demands. Albert 

Harrison, professor of psychology at the University of California, notes that, 

“some of the most difficult challenges future space explorers may face will 

be psychological.”16 Moreover, “the stress of being in an enclosed space 

with a small group of people for long periods of time can result in cognitive 

decline, depression and interpersonal conflicts.”17 From an architectural 

perspective, this situation creates an opportunity where a human-focused 

design can play a role to mitigate concerns surrounding well-being. Space 

Architecture, thus, emerges as a growing field, where designers have imag-

ined a variety of ways to live on the red planet and rationalize its environ-

mental conditions. Mars offers endless potential, but the planet is very dif-

ferent from what we are used to here on Earth.

INTRODUCTION
Mars, The Red Planet
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Mars is a hostile world. Temperatures on the red planet range between 

300C and -1400C. It has a gravity that is about one third of Earth’s, at 0.37 

m/s² and an atmosphere consisting of 95% CO².18 In addition, because of 

the lighter atmosphere and weak magnetic field, radiation is also a ma-

jor concern for future settlers. Despite these immediate concerns though, 

Mars is also our closest habitable planetary neighbour and has evidence 

of subsurface water ice. In terms of architecture, Mars also has abundant 

natural resources to build future habitats. These include basalt rock for-

mations which can be used for 3D-printing, and iron oxides, which is what 

gives Mars its distinct red colour [Figure 2].

In the event of a successful mission to Mars, one of the first things as-

tronauts will need is a place to live. However, due to the extremity of the 

conditions, this will involve the use of closed-world habitats. These habi-

tats are hermetically sealed and are linked to self-sufficient infrastructures 

that keep it functioning. Moreover these systems are mission critical or 

essential for survival, a term often used by space agencies like NASA and 

in science fiction films to highlight the importance of safety or success for 

the crew. However, the mental toll these closed-worlds have on astronauts 

is significant and the research in this thesis explores how to approach this 

problem through design. This thesis is situated within research from the 

space industry and works of architecture that have encountered similar 

challenges in designing for well-being on another world. The intention was 

not to give a definition to future Mars-based architectures but to support 

ongoing industry research through speculative design explorations.

Vernacular architecture can be defined as a type of regional construction,
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where local materials and building practices contribute towards a design 

language. Moreover, this type of architecture is a reflection of its specif-

ic geographic location and cultural contexts. Towards a Martian Vernac-

ular, begins with an historical context of the new space age from science 

fiction to reality. This relationship between fiction and reality is presented 

to both illustrate the rich imaginations of the red planet throughout time, 

and provide a caveat to the speculative design explorations later in this 

thesis. In Episode II, a series of case studies are examined looking at the 

architecture of closed-worlds. These include two Earth-based Mars simu-

lations and two 3D-printed Martian habitat proposals. After documenting 

these studies, Episode III assesses these closed-worlds through a series of 

vignettes, highlighting the importance of well-being. Episode IV responds 

to the need for well-being through the design of infrastructures that are 

critical extensions of closed-worlds. Next, Episode V documents a series of 

empirical investigations exploring opportunities for 3D-printing as a design 

methodology for regional construction on Mars. Lastly, Episode VI synthe-

sizes the research into a design proposal focusing on well-being through in-

frastructures of connectivity. Connectivity in this thesis implies the linking 

of critical goods to the habitat, and how in turn these infrastructures can 

support social gathering spaces for astronauts. 
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Figure 2: Mars, The Red Planet
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In Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the Human Future in Space, Carl Sagan out-

lines that “astronomy is a humbling and character-building experience.”19  

His words were in reflection of a “distant image of our tiny world,” as doc-

umented by the NASA’s Voyager 1 spacecraft in 1990.20 Looking up to the 

stars has always been of interest to human beings, but the advancement in 

telescope and observational technologies are what have propelled space 

culture forward. The first observational drawings of Mars were recorded 

by Francisco Fontana, an Italian astronomer and lawyer in the year 1636.21 

However, the story of Mars in fiction began in 1877, when Giovanni Schiapa-

relli drew the first detailed maps of the red planet. “Schiaparelli’s reports of 

his observations noted the location of more than sixty features on the Mar-

tian surface,” as noted by Dr. Robert Zubrin’s The Case for Mars.22  His maps 

showed fantastical images of “linear markings criss-crossing the face of 

Mars,” similar to that of terrestrial riverbeds [Figure 3]. In his observations, 

he referred to them as “canali” the Italian term for channels or grooves. 

Canali, then became the term that created excitement in the space and 

science fiction community of that time. This was because, Percival Lowell, 

an American astronomer, later interpreted Schiaparelli’s canali as canals – 

reflecting a vision of an alien race building water structures on a dying and 

uninhabitable planet. 

Naturally, the idea of cosmic neighbours on Mars sparked an age of science 

fiction fantasy where authors created stories of imagined worlds. These in-

cluded the likes of Herbert G. Wells’ War of the Worlds (1897), Ray Bradbury’s 

The Martian Chronicles (1950), Frank P. Herbert’s Dune (1965), and more re-

cently Andy Weir’s The Martian (2011). In addition, it inspired film like Star 

Trek: The Original Series (1966) and Star Wars: A New Hope (1977) [Figure 4].

SCIENCE FICTION TO REALITY
Mars, The Red Planet
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Figure 3: Giovanni Schiaparelli’s Map of Mars, 1890
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Figure 4: Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope, Original Motion Picture Poster, 1977
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These narratives in literature and media reflected global curiosities of outer 

space and promoted a culture where it was accepted to dream about its 

endless opportunities. The creative approaches to these imaginations have 

varied throughout time. From images of technologically advanced societ-

ies, to nomadic inhabitants of arid worlds, science fiction has had a long 

history of reflecting the hopes of the future. In some cases, these narratives 

also have undertones of colonization and displacement, political crises sur-

rounding war and often battles against climate realities. For example, Ray 

Bradbury’s The Martian Chronicles (1950) was written after World War II, 

where in the novel, humans left Earth because it was devastated by nuclear 

war. The growing space culture from the mid-to-late twentieth century was  

thus a reflection of a post-war global space race that was occupying the 

minds of countries around the world.

The space race of the 1950’s to late 1960’s was a period of optimism and 

fierce competition. A post-war techno-ideological rivalry had developed 

between the United States of America (USA) and the Union of Soviet So-

cialist Republics (USSR). The corresponding ‘Cold War,’ imbued with mass 

societal interest and political support, created a power struggle between 

the two nations in areas of science, technology, and space exploration. On 

October 4th, 1957, the USSR launched the Sputnik 1 satellite into Earth’s 

orbit. The achievement propelled USSR dominance in outer space and 

shock waves around the world, particularly with nuclear war paranoia in 

the USA.23 In response, when addressing Rice University on September 

12th, 1962, US. President John F. Kennedy outlined “we choose to go to 

the moon in this decade and do the other things, not because they are 

easy, but because they are hard. Because that goal will serve to organize 
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and measure the best of our energies and skills, because that challenge 

is one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and 

one which we intend to win, and the others, too.”24 These words inspired a 

nation and pivoted socio-economic interests towards “The New Frontier,”  

both with domestic and foreign policy and with the intention of beating the 

USSR to the moon at all costs.25

On July 16th, 1969, NASA’s Apollo 11 mission launched towards the Moon. 

The crew consisted of commander Neil Armstrong, command module pi-

lot Michael Collins, and lunar module pilot Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin.26 This mis-

sion was the culmination of decades of innovation, experimentation, and 

hardships by the American space program in commitment to reaching the 

final frontier. Amidst intense ethical debate, nation and human conflict, in-

cluding the Vietnam War and civil rights protests, Apollo 11 symbolized 

a future vision of a united world. Moreover, “one of the joys of the space 

program [was that] everybody felt they had a piece of it, and they did.”27 

Through the medium of television and radio, people gathered in crowds to 

watch this historical and fundamentally human achievement. The space 

race concluded with a single unifying message: “That’s one small step for 

man, one giant leap for mankind.”28 Although an American flag was planted 

on the Moon, the plaque read “here, men from the planet Earth first set foot 

upon the Moon, we came in peace for all mankind.”29 It was fundamental-

ly a human achievement. Today, the International Space Station (ISS) and 

global space treaties are an extension of that united vision – where nation-

al interests are at the periphery and cooperation is fundamental to human 

progress in space.  
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Today, private and government organizations are at centre stage with the 

ongoing race to the Moon and Mars. SpaceX is undoubtedly the leading 

company to achieve success in this field with their innovation in reusable 

rocket technologies. Consequently, the economics of reusing boosters and

getting to near-Earth orbit efficiently is attainable. Elon Musk, currently the 

world’s wealthiest individual and CEO of SpaceX, has in many ways revolu-

tionized the space industry. In his words, the ultimate objective is to allow 

humanity to become a “space-faring civilization and multi-planet species.”30 

What was once only a dream, is now starting to slowly become a reality 

with companies like SpaceX leading the way. Moreover, this progress has 

sparked interest that has transcended the boundaries of the aerospace en-

gineering community and towards the general public. The image designed 

and released by SpaceX in Figure 5, showcases explorers gazing through 

the window of a Martian gondola towards Olympus Mons, the largest vol-

cano in the solar system. Although, this poster plays towards more vin-

tage science fiction sensibilities than pragmatic engineering ones usually 

demonstrated by a rocket company, it shows that a designer’s impression 

will always play a role in how we envision the future. We are now living in 

the new space age.  
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Figure 5: SpaceX: Summit Olympus Mons The Solar System’s Highest Peak, 2015
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In 2020, SpaceX made history as the first private company to send NASA 

astronauts Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley to the International Space Sta-

tion (ISS). The company’s reusable Falcon 9 rocket carried the astronauts 

to Earth orbit where the Dragon spacecraft then docked with the ISS. “This 

marks not only a tremendous technological achievement, but also the first 

indication that an entirely new “space-for-space” industry — that is, goods 

and services designed to supply space-bound customers — could be close 

at hand.”31 Although, private organizations will have to gain government 

contracts for these near-Earth, Moon and Mars missions, it opens up pos-

sibilities where eventually companies will be able to supply the demand 

they have created. Commercial space tourism could eventually dominate 

the current government-led hierarchy. For now, private companies like Blue 

Origin and Virgin Galactic are at the top of this game of monopoly where 

outer space in theory provides limitless possibilities for an elite few. 

The UN Outer Space Treaty (OST) was “ratified into international law in 

1967... [and] is perhaps still the most relevant piece of legislation for ana-

lyzing state and non-state entity activity in outer space.”32 The goal of the 

Outer Space Treaty was to prevent the militarization of space at the height 

of Cold War tensions between the USA and Russia. In addition to stating 

that “outer space is not subject to national appropriation by claim of sov-

ereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means,” the treaty 

also mentioned that “states shall be responsible for national space activi-

ties whether carried out by governmental or non-governmental entities.”33 

With their geopolitical interests in mind, the US government enacted legisla-

tion that would take advantage of this growing opportunity. The Space Act 

of 2015 allowed USA citizens to privately “possess, own, transport, use and 

THE NEW SPACE AGE
Mars, The Red Planet
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Figure 6: SpaceX Falcon 9 Long Exposure Launch & Landing
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, USA, 2016
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sell the resources,” they obtain in outer space, as long as they make clear 

to deny national sovereign claims over these materials or tourism-based 

space flights.34 This act undoubtedly brings out questions of ethics. The 

USA’s support of private space companies could lead to the “reinforcement 

of Earth-bound wealth inequalities in space,” where only highly exclusive 

and wealthy individuals would have the opportunity to be in zero-gravity.35 

This argument of a dystopic future where outer space becomes a privileged 

elysium above a working-class Earth, in some ways seems plausible with 

the current climate of events. Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon and currently 

the third richest person in the world, and Richard Branson, CEO of Virgin 

and another well-established billionaire in popular culture, both went into 

near-Earth orbit in 2021. However, the price for a ticket can be speculat-

ed to become affordable to the general public eventually. “Virgin Galactic’s 

well-publicized test flight with Branson aboard on July 11, 2021, carried 

just four passengers in addition to the two pilots. It has now sold about 600 

tickets for future flights at up to $250,000 each.”36 This business model isn’t 

sustainable for the long-term and larger crew capacities will be needed to 

bring down the price of a ticket. Jeff Bezos suggested that we have “to do 

it the same way we did it with commercial airline travel.”37 Although airline 

travel can be considered a type of privilege, similar to early airplanes that 

carried few people who were extremely wealthy, as demand grew, prices 

dropped for the general public.

It is noteworthy that there is a clear distinction between sending hu-

mans to near-Earth orbit for tourism and sending humans to Mars. The 

first people that will be going to the red planet will have to be the most 
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qualified, trained individuals in the world. NASA, CNSA, Roscosmos and 

other government space agencies will need to send explorers, not billion-

aires with large bank accounts. After all, a trip to Mars is not a routine trip 

to the grocery store. As Michio Kaku writes in his novel The Future of Hu-

manity: Our Destiny in the Universe, “of the 544 people who have ever been 

in space 18 have died. Only the very courageous are willing to sit on top 

of a million pounds of rocket fuel to be blasted into space at twenty-five 

thousand miles per hour, not knowing if they are coming back.”38 Moreover, 

the “potential hazards of a manned mission to Mars are formidable.”39 It is 

also likely that the first settlers on the planet will have to be stationed there 

for at least a year in order to do research and collect enough fuel for the re-

turn trip home. In many cases, long-duration missions may also be one-way 

journeys. Thus, considerations for human well-being become paramount. 

SpaceX currently has optimistic plans to send an uncrewed Starship to 

Mars in 2024 and astronauts in 2026. SpaceX’s new “Starship spacecraft 

and Super heavy rocket (collectively referred to as Starship) represents a 

fully reusable transportation system designed to carry both crew and car-

go to Earth orbit, the Moon, Mars and beyond.”40 It currently has the ca-

pacity to carry 100 astronauts at a time and room for up to 100 metric 

tonnes of cargo. NASA on the other hand has a slightly longer timetable 

where currently the focus is to return to the Moon by 2024, with the help 

of private companies such as SpaceX, and eventually send astronauts 

to Mars in the late 2030’s.41 As outlined by the Artemis Program Plan re-

leased by NASA in 2020, “NASA will land the first woman and first person 

of color on the Moon, using innovative technologies to explore more of 

the lunar surface than ever before. We will collaborate with commercial
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and international partners and establish the first long-term presence 

on the Moon. Then, we will use what we learn on and around the Moon 

to take the next giant leap: sending the first astronauts to Mars.”42

The Moon will essentially be used as a pit-stop for larger more complex 

missions to Mars.

As outlined in the preface, the politics, logistics, ethics and optimism around 

this topic are quite diverse. Outer Space treaties, consider Mars to be inter-

national waters. Although independent nations are currently exploring the 

planet via rovers, which prominently display the flags of each country - a 

human colony is probable. As mentioned previously NASA and the CNSA 

currently have plans for crew missions in the late 2030’s with Roscosmos 

and the ESA not far behind. With that being said, it is with hope and great 

optimism, considering the various political crises around the world today, 

that a future Mars mission is seen as a human achievement that unites 

people and not a national one that divides.

Human on Mars, circa 2040 [Figure 7], was created for this thesis and in-

tended to be a riff off of the Moon landing images from 1969. It is meant to 

be more of a thought provoking image than one of a visual future of the first 

human landing on Mars. Here, an astronaut is seen just as a human being 

- not tied to a country or flag which assumes ownership or dominance of a 

land that is not fully understood the first day. Although a mission to Mars 

will be funded by a self-governing nation with its own politics and prag-

matic logistical constraints, those first steps on the ground will likely feel 

like a human achievement - not just an achievement by one government or 

multiple. Whether it is the USA, China, Russia or ESA that sends the first 
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explorers to the red planet, the notion of the collective “we” in the achieve-

ment will be the undertone. Similar to when we went to the Moon, and a 

global audience gathered to listen to those famous words by Neil Arm-

strong, Mars will be a celebration likely to be shared by many people. When 

we went to the Moon, people gathered around radios and small television 

screens and it brought with it incredible inspiration. Going to Mars will not 

solve our problems here on Earth, but it does have the ability to place per-

spective on a collective human potential.

In Scott Kelly’s Endurance he outlined that, “in a world of compromise and 

uncertainty, this space station (ISS) is a triumph of engineering and cooper-

ation. Putting it into orbit, making it work and keeping it working is the hard-

est thing that human beings have ever done [not countries]. And it stands 

as proof that when we set our minds to something hard, when we work 

together, we can do anything, including solving our problems here on Earth. 

I also know that if we want to go to Mars it will be very difficult, it will cost a 

great deal of money and it may cost human lives. But I know now that if we 

decide to do it, we can.”43
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Figure 7: Human on Mars, circa 2040
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In the event of a successful mission to Mars, one of the first things astro-

nauts will need is a place to live. The accepted strategy to design for this 

challenge is to send the supplies needed to make a habitat before astro-

nauts arrive. Habitat design is then limited to what can be transported via 

rocket. Thus, most proposals are extensions of landers, integrate modu-

lar inflatable living options or propose 3D-printing using Martian regolith 

and found materials. Moreover, space habitats are unlike most Earth based 

dwellings because they are required to be hermetically sealed to protect 

against extreme environments. Mars has temperatures ranging between 

300 and -1400 C and an atmosphere mostly consisting of CO². In addition, 

due to the weaker atmospheric pressure, astronauts will need to live in 

pressurized closed-worlds to withstand these external forces. 

In The Architecture of Closed-Worlds, Lydia Kallipoliti defines closed-worlds 

as the “systems of a self-sustaining physical environment, demarcated 

from its surroundings by a boundary that does not allow for the transfer of 

matter or energy.”44 These systems can be confined to the scope of a Mar-

tian space suit or extrapolated to the size and complexity of a habitat, city 

or planet. Moreover, closed-worlds imply “an architecture of containment 

and detachment.”45 On Mars, closed-worlds will be necessary for surviv-

al. Habitats will need to be hermetically sealed but they will also need to 

be linked to self-sufficient power, communications, waste, and water infra-

structures. Independently, habitats can be thought of as isolated “living ma-

chines” but they are also nuanced by the conditions of human energy and 

relationships.46

Space architecture can be regarded as a niche field. This is because the 

SPACE ARCHITECTURE
The Architecture of Closed-Worlds
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anthropocentric idea of design, whereby humans are given a more consid-

ered position, is put to the periphery in favour of a systems engineering 

approach. The architecture of the International Space Station (ISS) is an ex-

ample of this systems thinking approach to closed-worlds [Figure 8]. Scott 

Kelly, who spent 340 days aboard the ISS outlined in his book, Endurance, 

the challenges of these tightly controlled habitats. “Most of the spaces 

where I spent my time have no windows or natural light but rather flores-

cent lights and clinical white walls. Devoid of any earthly colour the mod-

ules seem cold and utilitarian, like a prison of sorts.”47 While the equipment 

and machinery aboard the ISS are extremely critical, the organization of 

these spaces lead to psychological stress. As Neil Leech, author of Space 

Architecture: The New Frontier for Design Research, describes:

The conditions of operating in Space can often prove extremely limiting. 

On the one hand, this situation encourages tightly controlled projects re-

sponding very precisely to their constraints. On the other hand, those very 

constraints can prove overly stifling and promote instead a form of utopian 

dreaming… For some, Space is a science fictional awe-inspiring world of end-

less fantasy that fires the imagination. Meanwhile, for those working in the 

space industry it is quite a different matter, and Space is seen as a very ex-

acting environment that demands careful and serious solutions… For just as 

science fiction informs science, so too design fiction informs design. Yet the 

process also works in reverse, in that just as science informs science fiction, 

so too design informs design fiction. Put together, then, these projects offer 

us not only a broad overview of approaches to Space Architecture, but also a 

reflection on the nature of Space Architecture itself.48

Space architecture is thus a balance between researched speculation and 

constraints outlined by the space industry. The constraints are defined by 

NASA’s Five Hazards of Spaceflight, as described in the next section.
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Figure 8: Interior View of the International Space Station (ISS), 2004
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A human journey to Mars, at first glance, offers an inexhaustible amount of 

complexities. To bring a mission to the red planet from fiction to fact, NASA’s 

Human Research Program has organized hazards astronauts will encoun-

ter on a continual basis into five classifications. Pooling the challenges into 

categories allows for an organized effort to overcome the obstacles that lay 

before such a mission. However, these hazards do not stand alone. They 

can feed off one another and exacerbate effects on the human body. These 

hazards are being studied using ground-based analogs, laboratories, and the 

International Space Station, which serves as a test bed to evaluate human 

performance and countermeasures required for the exploration of space.

- National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)49

Figure 9 outlines NASA’s Five Hazards of Spaceflight: Cosmic Radiation, 

Isolation, Distance from Earth, Gravity Fields and Hostile Closed-Environ-

ments. Although these categories are defined as hazards during space-

flight, they are also the same hazards astronauts will face when they land 

on Mars. 

The well-being of astronauts has been tested in various Earth-based Mar-

tian simulations over the years. Two of these closed-worlds, Mars500 

and The Hawaii Space Exploration Analog and Simulation (HI-SEAS) are 

analyzed as a part of this thesis. In addition to these precedent studies, 

3D-printed Martian proposals by Hassell + EOC and AI Spacefactory were 

also assessed to explore the intersection of technology, architecture and 

well-being on Mars.

NASA’S FIVE HAZARDS OF SPACEFLIGHT
The Architecture of Closed-Worlds
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Figure 9: NASA’s Five Hazards of Human Spaceflight, 2019
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MARS500
The Architecture of Closed-Worlds

Mars500 was a psychosocial isolation experiment conducted between 

2007 and 2011 at the Russian Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Biomedi-

cal Problems (IBMP) in Moscow. The mission was a collaboration between 

Roscosmos, the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Chinese National 

Space Administration (CNSA) to research the effects of long-term space 

flight on the body.50 The purpose was to assess the psychological, phys-

iological, and technological challenges facing astronauts during a typical 

six-to-eight-month voyage to Mars. Confined in a 550-cubic-meter space, 

the experiment simulated a habitat that was supported by a larger mechan-

ical, electrical and communication system within the facility. Three differ-

ent isolation experiments were conducted ranging from a 14-day, 105-day 

and 520-day duration. Crews of six were monitored daily. Architecturally, 

the hermetically concealed environment contained five different modules 

or functional programs.51

The Martian Landing Module simulated a livable MAV (Mars Ascent Ve-

hicle). The space supported three crew members for a two-three-month 

duration and included a living quarter, kitchen, washroom and an airlock 

connecting to the habitation module.52

The Habitation Module was the main living quarters for the crew, which 

consisted of six sleep pods, a kitchen connected to a leisure quarter, a main 

control room and a washroom. This module was the primary living space 

for the crew but was only 3.5m x 20m long. The cylindrical shape of the 

module simulated the typical form of a spacecraft going to Mars and di-

vided space along a narrow corridor. The limited volume created areas of 

extreme privacy and multi functional spaces.53
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The Medical Module was used to conduct medical and psychological exper-

iments. Areas of work were primarily allocated to this zone with desks and 

medical equipment. Life support systems were also placed in this module 

serving the entire habitat.54

The Storage Module consisted of an experimental greenhouse for growing 

food, from which participants would oversee as part of their daily tasks. 

This space also held exercise equipment for mandatory activity, a waste 

compartment and freezer for food storage.55 

The Simulator of the Martian Surface Module (SMS) was linked by an air-

lock to the landing module. The module required participants to wear space 

suits which simulated a Martian spacewalk or Extravehicular Activity (EVA). 

This simulation provided relief from the confines of the habitat. “The terrain, 

about 10 m long and 6 m wide, [was] covered with reddish sand and [was] 

built to resemble the surface at Gusev crater.”56 This realism from a “logis-

tics and communications point of view” allowed for an accurate simulation 

of what life on the surface of Mars might look like.57

The crew of the 520-day experiment consisted of Russian crew command-

er Alexey Sitev, Russian physician Sukhrob Kamolov, Russian physiologist 

Alexandr Smoleevski, French flight engineer Romain Charles, Italian engi-

neer Diego Urbina, and Chinese astronaut Wang Yue. They were interviewed 

during and after the completion of the mission regarding crew health, rela-

tions and overall experiences. Naturally, every member of the crew men-

tioned they missed their families and loved ones but most of all they missed 

being outdoors and outside of the confines of the habitat. When asked what 
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Figure 10: Mars500 Simulator of the Martian Surface Module (SMS), 2011

Figure 11: Mars500 Crew Leisure Space, 2011
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they missed most of all, Sukhrob Kamolov said “most of all I miss my near-

est and dearest, my home and of course nature.”58 Diego Urbina outlined that 

he missed “the blue sky and meeting new people.”59 The key takeaway was 

that this closed-world functioned extremely well in terms of its systems en-

gineering but lacked in offering environments conducive to psychological 

well-being. “Being confined for such a long time isn’t easy and both our bod-

ies and our minds are being challenged for the long term.”60 According to 

Dr. Carole Tafforin’s research into the crew behaviour of the Mars500 study, 

video recordings made every two-weeks at breakfast time with the crew 

offered ethological data regarding inter-individual behaviour, visual, body 

and object interactions.61 The results found a positive correlation between 

a “popularity in leisure environments and working environments” with anxi-

ety.62 This data was collected and interpreted using the Observer XT, a facial 

recognition software developed by Noldus Innovation Technology and Mi-

crosoft. The results showed the importance of space allocated for leisure 

and daily work tasks for well-being. When asked what the most spectacular 

(or exciting) events of the mission were, Diego Urbina said that “the mar-

swalks and the rover driving on the surface [were] pretty high on the list, they 

brought some adrenaline with them!”63 Moreover, crew commander Alexy 

Sitev said that the “work of the Martian decent group” in the Simulator of the 

Martian Surface Module (SMS) was the most rewarding [Figure 10].64 The 

escape of getting out of the habitat and working was vital in terms of posi-

tively benefiting morale and previews the design work done later in this the-

sis. The next page highlights some additional correspondence with the par-

ticipants in relation to the spatial organization of the Mars500 simulation.
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Figure 12: Mars500 facility at the Russian Academy of Sciences’
 Institute of Biomedical Problems (IBMP), Moscow, Russia, 2011
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Figure 13: Mars500 Axonometric
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The Hawaii Space Exploration Analog and Simulation (HI-SEAS) is a Moon 

and Mars exploration and inhabitation mission. The site is located on the 

Mauna Loa volcano in Hawaii and aims to simulate a realistic and isolat-

ed environment, typically seen in the extreme environments of space. The 

realism also allows participants to conduct tasks that would be typically 

done on Mars such as “geological field work carried out by human explor-

ers and/or robots.” To date, the site has “been the home to five successful 

long-duration (4-12 month) NASA Mars simulation missions and other ana-

log space missions in collaboration with multiple space agencies, compa-

nies, and organizations worldwide.”65

Architecturally, the closed-world is designed to have all the necessary fea-

tures specific to Mars based habitats. Integrated life support, mechanical, 

and electrical systems are enclosed in the two storey dome model. Gener-

ators, waste management and photovoltaic panels are connected to the 

habitat as extensions of this closed-world. The main floor houses an air-

lock, where participants are encouraged to wear full space suits, or extrave-

hicular mobility units (EMU). On the interior, the main floor houses a leisure 

space, storage, kitchen, dining room and lab used for growing food. The 

second floor is comprised of the crew quarters and a washroom.66  Tristan 

Bassingthwaighte, the architect who designed the habitat, was a part of the 

fourth recorded HI-SEAS mission which lasted for one full year starting on 

August 28th, 2015. In an interview with The Journal of the American Insti-

tute for Architects, Bassingthwaighte critiqued his own work from his expe-

rience. “The dome was made in a very engineering-focused way; the human 

factor was virtually ignored. The interior programming precludes any sort 

of private area. Almost the entire [interior] could be seen from everywhere 

HI-SEAS
The Architecture of Closed-Worlds
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else. You’re almost living in the dreaded Panopticon.”67

Typical design intents of space architecture focus on this idea of commu-

nal living as a method to deal with well-being and isolation in extreme en-

vironments. However, in the case of this study, privacy was just as criti-

cal to well-being as communal leisure was for the crew. Bassingthwaighte 

continued by saying that “there was also no soundproofing so I never felt 

removed enough from everyone that I could let down my last social barriers 

and just rest, recuperate, decompress.”68 Every astronaut will have different 

experiences with their own mental well-being and different methods of cop-

ing. This study revealed a key flaw with the design of closed-worlds. They 

function really well in terms of their mechanical, electrical and life support 

systems - but habitats become toxic due to the lack of spatial diversity.

“One recent trend in space architecture is the idea of democratic design. 

You and I live in this world, but we can leave it and go anywhere else. But if it 

was our entire environment—perhaps forever—we would want some say in 

it. If I were designing for SpaceX, I would try to find out who was going, get 

to know them, find out what their favorite materials are, how much privacy 

they need, and how they re-energize.”69 

Designing for astronaut well-being within the habitat is difficult on Mars 

due to spatial limitations. Architects will most likely not be able to get to 

know astronauts beforehand, but they will be able to design for the types of 

day-to-day activities astronauts will conduct once they arrive. To this effect, 

HI-SEAS has also simulated spacewalks for participants where they have 

to go outside to conduct research and explore the terrain outside of the 
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Figure 15: Interior Living Conditions of HI-SEAS Habitat, 2021

Figure 14: Astronaut Simulates Routine Spacewalk, 2017
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habitat. These routine spacewalks range in program and include activities 

such as the maintenance of solar panels, waste management systems and 

taking samples for geologic field research [Figure 14]. These are the types 

of activities that could potentially provide relief from the confines of the 

habitat on Mars, while also giving astronauts their daily physical activity. 

The biggest takeaway from this research simulation is that it provided in-

sight into designing for psychological well-being as something mission 

critical for astronauts. In addition, it noted that privacy is just as important 

to design for as are communal spaces on Mars. Last, similar to Mars500 

where leaving the habitat provided relief, HI-SEAS noted that routine space-

walks could also be beneficial to astronauts. The next pages highlight some 

additional correspondence with the participants in relation to the spatial 

organization and systems of the habitat.
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Figure 16: The Hawaii Space Exploration Analog and Simulation, 2018
(background colour added by author)
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Figure 17: HI-SEAS Axonometric
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HASSELL + EOC
The Architecture of Closed-Worlds

Hassell in collaboration with structural engineering firm Eckersley O’Cal-

laghan (EOC) designed a 3D-printed habitat in 2018. 3D-printing is becom-

ing an essential technology space agencies are looking into to solve the 

problem of logistics on Mars. Once astronauts arrive on the planet, they will 

need to have fully pressurized and operable habitat available to them. One 

method is to send the supplies needed for astronauts beforehand, such 

as habitats built from extensions of Mars landers or inflatable structures. 

However, as previously discussed, the problems with these closed-worlds 

outweigh their ability to perform well mechanically. 3D-printing has now 

become a promising method to build on Mars as it uses Martian regolith 

to create a material for robots to print structures autonomously before as-

tronauts arrive. This method reduces large payloads of building materials 

by working with in-situ resource utilization (ISRU). This technology is still 

being researched and is not entirely perfect just yet as there are problems 

with pressurization and getting robots to perform these tasks without hu-

man interference. 

Hassell + EOC utilized a combination of both inflatable structures and a 

3D-printed shell in their proposal. The inflatable structure comprises the 

main living, sleep, work, leisure, food and hygiene spaces for astronauts, 

each with separately controlled airlocks. Over this, a printed shell is used 

to protect astronauts against harmful radiation and Martian dust storms.70 

Hassell’s Xavier De Kestelier, Head of Design Technology and Innovation, 

was interviewed by Australian Design Review and mentioned that the proj-

ect was “an opportunity to apply a human-centric approach to aerospace 

design.”71 This idea of human centric design was at the core of a double 
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skin system where the shell had moments of lightness allowing light to 

come into the habitat from the central atrium. De Kestelier, went on in this 

interview saying that “we have no idea how people will survive for three 

years in a Mars habitat – how will they cope psychologically? At present, 

design for space exploration is typically very functional – astronauts are 

surviving, not thriving.”72

In De Kestelier’s view, designers won’t have the ability to meet with astro-

nauts before they get sent on their journey to Mars, thus, it is important to 

allow for spatial options within the habitat. To address that concern, mo-

bility and multi-functional spaces were something that this proposal incor-

porated within the inflatable modules. When talking about the challenges 

of this proposal De Kestelier outlined the fundamental problem and oppor-

tunity with space architecture. “If you look at Mars habitation projects that 

have come before, you could always split them into two categories. On one 

hand, you have really detailed, engineering-led studies that often look at a 

particular part of the Mars habitat; for example, air locks. And on the other 

side of the spectrum there might be what is often called the artist’s impres-

sion, which is a vision of what the habitat would be, but doesn’t have the 

scientific or engineering backbone, so it’s just quite ‘fluffy’. What we tried 

to do was find that important middle ground where we are still giving an 

overall vision of what a Mars habitat could be, but always had our feet in 

science and engineering, so it was realistic in terms of the design.”73 The 

next pages highlight some additional correspondence with the architects 

of this project in relation to the spatial organization of the inflatable struc-

ture and 3D-printed bunker design. For context, source image files for this 

axonometric were referenced from Hassell’s architectural website.
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Figure 18: Hassell + EOC NASA 3D-Printed Habitat Challenge, 2018
(background colour added by author)
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Figure 19: Hassell + EOC Axonometric
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AI Spacefactory were one of the winners of NASA’s 3D-Printed Habitat Chal-

lenge in 2018. The competition was held by NASA in a warehouse in Peoria, 

Illinois, with the goal to challenge designers to autonomously build struc-

tures in extreme environments for applications on the Moon and Mars. AI 

Spacefactory’s innovative design, Marsha, balanced the technical engineer-

ing requirements for a habitat and the design challenge of autonomous 

printing in their proposal. In the final stage of the challenge, NASA tested 

Marsha’s unique bio-polymer material in a simulated environment. The mix 

between basalt rock fibres and a “renewable bioplastic (polyactic acid or 

PLA) processed from plants grown on Mars,” outperformed concrete in 

“strength durability and crush testing.”74

In Dr. Frank Crossman’s, Mars Colonies: Plans for Settling the Red Planet, 

the potential variations of habitats are discussed. “Many proposals for col-

onizing Mars describe circular dome habitat structures and underground 

caves. While circular domes many be efficient for utilizing space, they are 

also very efficient for wiping out the entire colony with one small failure or 

accident. Caves offer lots of protection from radiation, but for long-term 

human habitation they are impractical since there is no sunlight and they 

have a very confining feel which can lead to low morale and depression.”75 

AI Spacefactory’s approach was to mitigate the psychological effects of 

living within closed environments with a double skin system. The heavy 

outer 3D-printed shell protects against cosmic radiation while the inner 

shell stacks and divides program vertically, allowing opportunities for light 

to come into the habitat through windows and a light well on the top lei-

sure floor. As Jeffery Montes, architect and systems lead for the proposal 

AI SPACEFACTORY
The Architecture of Closed-Worlds
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outlined, “because of the hostile environment, people associate bunkers 

with good ideas, but I think one thing Marsha does, is ask the question – 

isn’t psychological health also mission critical?”76

AI Spacefactory’s CEO David Malott, spoke about the firm’s vision for future 

settlements on Mars in an interview with Space Bandits. “We envision the 

first phase of development on Mars will be like a Martian ‘Stone Age’ where

the initial structures are rudimentary roads, launch pads, and rocky shel-

ters—the infrastructure needed to support a future Mars colony. The first 

inhabitants will be mostly robots and a few hardy explorers who will lay 

the groundwork needed to build more complex structures. Anything man-

ufactured, like a window or a door, will be flown in from Earth. Subsequent 

Martian ‘bronze’ and ‘iron’ ages will bring nascent Mars industries such as 

mining, water harvesting, agriculture, power generation – and the first pio-

neers. Only after a self-sustaining system is in place, do we expect to see 

large-scale colonization.”77 The critical first steps are proving that the tech-

nology used for 3D-printing are feasible and AI Spacefactory now has con-

tracts with NASA, fine-tuning their approach for the Artemis Moon program. 

In addition, they are also developing an Earth based habitat named Terra, 

where motivations of sustainability and off-grid living are at the core. The 

next pages highlight some additional correspondence with the architects 

of this project in relation to the spatial organization of the closed-world de-

sign. For context, source image files for this axonometric were referenced 

from AI Spacefactory’s architectural website.
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Figure 20: AI Spacefactory, NASA 3D-Printed Habitat Challenge, 2018 
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Figure 21: AI Spacefactory Axonometric
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The key findings from the Mars500, HI-SEAS, Hassell + EOC and AI Space-

factory studies were that astronaut well-being was just as important to 

success as were the technical systems needed to keep them alive. From 

the various interviews documented of the participants’ experiences living 

within these closed-worlds, it was apparent that providing astronauts with 

spatial alternatives would be helpful. Mars500 recognized that stepping 

outside the habitat provided relief, excitement and change from monotony. 

HI-SEAS found that as much as communal spaces are important to crew 

experience, privacy is also equally important. Hassell + EOC’s proposal 

found a balance between using 3D-printing as an option to design on Mars 

as well as inflatable structures with internal flexibility. Last, AI Spacefactory 

found  stacking program vertically was effective in providing spatial flexi-

bility and that 3D-printed infrastructures would likely be the first things built 

on the red planet. 

The next set of assessments look at how an architecture could be designed 

to provide spatial alternatives and flexibility within these closed-worlds. 

These assessments focused on approaching NASA’s Five Hazards of 

Spaceflight through a series of architectural vignettes. Cosmic Radiation, 

Hostile Closed-Environments, Isolation, Gravity Fields, and Distance from 

Earth were paired with the functional programs of space architecture, as 

defined by Neil Leach: Leisure, Hygiene, Sleep, Work and Water. 78 79 

ASSESSMENT OF CLOSED-WORLDS
Dwelling on Well-Being
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The environmental conditions on Mars can be variable and in some cases it 

won’t be safe to go outside due to radiation and dust storms. How can the 

architecture of these habitats respond to the need for leisure? NASA has re-

cently tested how VR goggles can stimulate and improve astronauts’ mood 

in space. According to Matthew Browning et. al, “nature exposure in virtual 

reality (VR) can provide emotional well-being benefits for people who can-

not access the outdoors.”80 In situations on Mars, visual monotony could 

be addressed with this method. Perhaps future habitats will go beyond just 

this integration of VR glasses as a crutch but the spaces themselves may 

be holographic or mobile in nature. 

Figure 22: Leisure Simulation 

LEISURE SIMULATION
Dwelling on Well-Being
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Interactive Screens and Hygiene was inspired by Sean Lally’s The Air From 

Other Planets: A Brief History of Architecture to Come, which discusses the 

energies of spaces in terms of the interaction of people within a physical 

environment. In shaping energies, Lally describes that “architecture’s shape 

(the physical edges that control a person’s movement, the spatial typolo-

gies that organize activities, and the aesthetic qualities conveyed) is creat-

ed through a dialogue between the building materials used and the human 

body’s ability to detect the boundaries those materials produce.”81 Perhaps 

interactive screens could be used to track well-being within habitats – regu-

lating air flow and temperature to suit individual and common needs. These 

screens would not only divide space and be mobile, but their multi-function-

ality could help deal with the spatial monotony of the habitat. 

Figure 23: Interactive Screens & Hygiene

INTERACTIVE SCREENS & HYGIENE
Dwelling on Well-Being
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Circadian Light Panels and Sleep is addressing physiological well-being. 

Mars can be visually monotonous and so the concept of time for astro-

nauts will inevitably be skewed. Sunsets on Mars are a blueish colour, so it 

is very different from what people are used to here on Earth. To accommo-

date this change in time, industry research has looked at circadian rhythm 

light panels that change the atmospheres of spaces to trigger sleep and 

visually track the change in time. SAGA Space Architects developed such 

a panel for their Lunark Moon habitat in 2020. In addition, the architects of 

this project, Sebastian Aristoteles and Karl-Johan Sorenson, lived within 

their simulated habitat in Greenland for three months. “The synthetic sky in-

side the habitat was the main contributor to our well-being during the expe-

dition. It gave us an intuitive feel of time passing when the sunlight outside 

was alien and monotone. Waking up to a sunrise inside our sleeping pods 

was an incredible natural feeling.”82

Figure 24: Circadian Light Panels & Sleep

CIRCADIAN LIGHT PANELS & SLEEP
Dwelling on Well-Being
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Gravity Pavilion steps outside the confines of the habitat and proposes the 

use of 3D-printing and reuse of spare rocket parts in design. In this scenar-

io, a new relationship between human and rover work would be created, 

whereby temporary basalt rock mounds could be shaped to create a pavil-

ion for exercise and play. Gravity on Mars is about one third of Earth’s gravity 

so astronauts will be able to jump higher and farther. As a result, accepted 

architectural standards like the size of staircases and doors will be differ-

ent - as described with the smaller illustrations on the bottom. At the core 

of this drawing, is the move to be in the Martian landscape. As suggested 

by Mars500 and HI-SEAS, being out in the Martian environment could ben-

efit astronauts positively. The only limitation is radiation, and as current 

spacesuits or Extravehicular Mobility Units (EMU) suggest, astronauts have 

6-8 hours of oxygen and battery power in their suits to protect against the 

Martian environment.83 Thus, these routine spacewalks, have the potential 

to become both work and leisure related activities for well-being. 

Figure 25: Gravity Pavilion

GRAVITY PAVILION
Dwelling on Well-Being
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Self-Sufficient Water Ritual continues in exploration of spacewalks that 

could positively benefit well-being. Finding water is essential to survival 

on Mars. Dr. Mason Peck, who served as NASA’s Chief Technologist from 

2011 to 2013 explains a couple of key considerations. “A landing site needs 

ready access to water…that’s not too difficult, since NASA has discovered 

that Mars is pretty wet. Even the driest parts, roughly near the equator, of-

fer some water.”84 Subsurface water ice near the Phlegra Montes region on 

Mars are currently the most favourable landing sites for SpaceX and NASA 

and so it is likely that spacewalks to obtain water will be common for future 

astronauts. The importance of water was recognized early in the thesis and 

subsequent design explorations looked at the architectural opportunity of 

designing similar infrastructures, acting as extensions of closed-worlds.

Figure 26: Self-Sufficient Water Ritual

SELF-SUFFICIENT WATER RITUAL
Dwelling on Well-Being
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While technologies such as virtual reality simulations and circadian rhythm 

panels could enhance certain interior environments for well-being, they pur-

sue the use of technology to solve core, psycho-spatial concerns. In terms 

of physical inhabitations, the proposals by Hassell + EOC and AI Space-

factory start to mitigate some of these concerns through space and archi-

tecture. However, these projects still operate within the realm of a defined 

boundary between interior and exterior, and still largely concern themselves 

with the technical requirements of these enclosed worlds. Another issue is 

that these closed-world environments to date have focused on a narrow 

range of dwelling. A place to eat, sleep, leisure, work, and hygiene. One 

aspect that is often overlooked is the infrastructure and the role it could 

play in supporting these closed-worlds. Here though, infrastructure could 

be explored from two perspectives: hard infrastructures and less traditional 

notions of soft infrastructures. The hard infrastructures would be places 

of utility such as roads or sources of water. These could then support soft 

infrastructures, such as people, their well-being and day to day interactions.

As the case studies have informed earlier, stepping outside the realm of the 

habitat provided spatial relief for astronauts. The types of closed-worlds 

explored in Episode II will be necessary for survival on Mars, but they will 

need to be linked to self-sustaining infrastructures that are a part of the 

same system. For example, the Mars500 study was built within a larger 

facility that supported the habitat with water, electricity, and communica-

tions. In HI-SEAS, the habitat had deliveries of food and water on a regular 

basis and a connected solar farm. These infrastructures are extensions of 

closed-worlds and necessary to keep it operational, but in a Martian context 

are also architectural opportunities to mitigate concerns around well-being. 

TOWARDS INFRASTRUCTURE
Extensions of Closed-Worlds
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David Malott, CEO of AI Spacefactory said in an interview with Space Ban-

dits that “buildings such as our proposed Mars Habitat, Marsha, are one 

possible outcome—but we also need to consider surface infrastructures. 

It is likely the first things AI Spacefactory builds on the Moon and Mars are 

the roads, landing pads, and hangers needed to support landing of heavier 

rockets and equipment. Proving out our technology on systems will provide 

the foundation to develop more complex structures, such as Marsha and 

other habitats.”85 In correspondence with AI Spacefactory, the office is look-

ing to design “safe-haven” infrastructures in contract with NASA’s Artemis 

Moon program in a few years time. These safe-haven’s would be 3D-printed 

to provide storage of materials and protection for astronauts on the Moon’s 

surface. In addition, NASA has also looked to engineering firm, ICON, in col-

laboration with Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG) and SEArch+ in designing these 

3D-printed infrastructures on the Moon [Figure 27].86 According to Michael 

McDaniel, head of design at ICON, infrastructure is “the first milestone on 

the journey to making off-world construction a reality.”87

In a Martian context, infrastructures could not only provide protection to 

astronauts, but could serve as necessary extensions of closed-worlds. This 

could ultimately create architectural opportunities for social gathering and 

relief away from the habitat. In order to visit infrastructures on Mars, space-

walks will have to be done by astronauts. A spacewalk or Extravehicular 

Activity (EVA) is a routine activity astronauts perform for maintenance of 

their environment. For example, this might include the maintenance of util-

ities, like a power source or the maintenance of a water supply, allowing 

the growth of plants for food. To accommodate for this, steps have been 

put into place by NASA through the innovation in space suit technologies. 
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Figure 27: SEArch+ Concept Render for 3D-Printed Landing Pads on the Moon, 2020
(background colour added by author)
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The design of routine spacewalks on Mars to critical infrastructures will 

need to respond to the limitations of these new space suits. Since the Apol-

lo missions, the space suit has evolved significantly to allow for more flexi-

bility. The approach began by researching Collins Aerospace’s next genera-

tion space suit model and then projecting what future suits might look like 

in the year 2075.
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THE SPACE SUIT
Extensions of Closed-Worlds

The Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) or space suit is the vehicle in which 

astronauts will be able to explore the red planet. It is a closed-world in itself 

and is designed to protect against extreme environments and provide crit-

ical life support for astronauts. The biggest concern with stepping outside 

the habitat is the fact that astronauts will be outside exposed to radiation 

and the Martian environment. On Earth, our magnetic field is produced in 

our planet’s core, “where molten, electrically conducting iron flows beneath 

the crust.”88 This creates an envelope of protection against solar wind. 

However, Mars has an induced magnetosphere, meaning its magnetic field 

is not as uniform as on Earth’s or as strong to deflect radiation. This, along 

with mobility, are concerns for future spacewalks on the planet.

Currently, Collins Aerospace among other aerospace companies have con-

tracts with NASA in testing the next generation of space suits for the Arte-

mis Moon and Mars program. “The designers targeted mobility enhance-

ments for the EMU spacesuit as they used a joint bearings system to allow 

torso movement and employed a redesigned communication system with 

voice-activated mics. More importantly, the suit includes interchangeable 

parts that can be accordingly tweaked for spacewalks on the Moon’s sur-

face, and even the planetary terrain of Mars.”89 This is an incredibly import-

ant advancement because the traditional suits worn on the Apollo missions 

were bulky and oversized [Figure 28]. Astronauts were not able to fully turn 

their torso and had limited mobility. John de Witt, a senior bio-mechanist at 

NASA’s Johnson Space Center said that “the space suits worn by the Apollo 

astronauts weren’t designed to optimize mobility — they were designed to 

optimize life support.”90 In addition, “newly designed suits may allow future 

moon-walkers to move faster on the lunar surface.”91
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Figure 29: Collins Aerospace Space Suit, 2021

Figure 28: Buzz Aldrin on the Moon, 1969
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The limitations of the space suit were tested on the Moon during the Apol-

lo program. “The Apollo astronauts managed a walking speed of about 

2.2km/h.”92 In addition, “the astronauts travelled a total distance of about 

3,300 feet (1km) as they walked around, traveling as far as 200 feet (60m) 

from the [landing] module.”93 Since the Apollo program, space suits have 

evolved and currently have up to 6-8 hours of oxygen and battery power.94 

As seen in Figure 29, the new spacesuits developed by Collins Aerospace 

are designed to be walked and moved around in for increased exploration. 

Astronauts can move their torso, bend and pick up found objects and the 

overall suit composition is lighter. However, due to current delays at NASA 

these suits will take time to be tested before the Artemis missions to the 

Moon in 2024. This thesis speculates that eventually EMU’s will be even 

lighter and provide a larger degree of movement as shown with the illustra-

tions and researched metrics on the next page for a space suit in 2075  [Fig-

ure 30]. Amy Ross, a space suit engineer at NASA’s Johnson Space Center 

outlined in an interview with space.com that, “the next generation of space 

suits will have to learn from previous lunar struggles, and then be able to 

handle the unique environment on Mars, which will require still more design 

changes.”95 Thus, the prospects of new space suits in the future, could pro-

vide astronauts with extended mobility on Mars during routine spacewalks. 
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Figure 30: Space Suit, 2075



After assessing current space suit models and projecting what future space 

suits might look like, a personal experiment was conducted to see what it 

might be like to do a spacewalk on Mars. This DIY spacewalk was not in-

tended to be accurate to astronaut training or the conditions of Mars but 

was intended to rationalize what it might feel like to move with limited mo-

bility, in a suit that is fairly heavy, and through difficult terrain. Earth based 

Mars simulations such as Mars500 and HI-SEAS in the past have tested the 

experience of leaving the habitat with industry standard spacesuits. Having 

no access to these resources or facilities that simulate a Martian gravity, I 

approached the challenge as an empirical investigation with the caveat that 

Martian spacewalks will undoubtedly be more difficult.

To simulate limited mobility, I assembled a combination of 12 layers of 

clothing for my upper and lower torso. In attempts to simulate the weight 

of a future Martian space suit, I placed a 50lb kettlebell in my bag and car-

ried this with me on my walk as well. During the Apollo missions, the space 

suit weighed 180lbs on Earth, which on lunar gravity was 30lbs but trans-

lated to Mars would be 66lbs.96 The destination for my walk was Mooney’s 

Bay Park, Ottawa, Canada. The journey was 0.85 miles and featured an im-

promptu ski hill for residents with an elevation gain of 51 feet.

The key takeaway of this investigation was that when astronauts and even-

tually average individuals go to Mars in the future they will need moments 

of safe-haven and protection against the elements along the way. They will 

also need something to motivate them, as the signage on top of the ski hill 

motivated me. As a design response, in Episode VI: Infrastructures of Con-

nectivity, a Water Tower is proposed as being that end goal and beacon to 

reach towards. 62

DIY SPACEWALK
Extensions of Closed-Worlds
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Figure 31: DIY Spacewalk
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After assessing the space suit and approaching its limitations and oppor-

tunities, design explorations looked at the infrastructures astronauts could 

visit during routine spacewalks. The process began by creating an index of 

3D-printed floor and wall types of gathering and privacy [Figure 32] [Figure 

33]. In many ways, this exercise created a plethora of opportunities where 

design could vary as long as it had the ability to be 3D-printed or made 

in-situ using a combination of 3D-printing and pre-launched landers on 

Mars. Next, these floor and wall types were combined to think about the 

spatial opportunities these infrastructures could provide for well-being in 

the Martian landscape [Figure 34] [Figure 35]. From the precedent studies 

of Mars500 and HI-SEAS, spatial options were critical for well-being and 

the intention of these initial studies were to explore that. The constraints 

of 3D-printing these initial design studies are explored further in Episode V: 

Empirical Investigations.

WALL & FLOOR INDEX
Extensions of Closed-Worlds
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Figure 32: Wall Index
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Figure 33: Floor Index
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Figure 34: Routine Spacewalks
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Figure 35: Routine Spacewalks to Water
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After exploring the constraints of future spacewalks, the potential of 

3D-printing on Mars was explored. This technology will likely be used to 

make the first infrastructures on the planet through autonomous construc-

tion. By collecting surface materials, the process eliminates the need for 

complicated assemblies and uses the resources from the planet to build. 

In addition, printing can respond to irregular surfaces allowing for a level 

of design flexibility, but with some limitations which were discovered. It 

was important as a designer to engage with this method of construction to 

come to terms with the technologies of this future Martian vernacular. 

In collaboration with CSALT (Carleton Sensory Architecture and Liminal 

Technologies Laboratory) the 3D-Potterbot Scara V4 Ceramic Clay Printer 

was the tool used to test various prototypes during the thesis. The process 

was advised in collaboration with Jamie Wong, concrete studio intern at the 

CSALT lab and Sheryl Boyle, associate professor and CSALT director. Clay 

was used as material for these prototype investigations as the intent was 

not to replicate the structural properties of a hypothetical Martian material 

but to understand the types of forms that could be made with printing. The 

material would be extruded from the printer similar to technology refined by 

AI Spacefactory, with some differences. While the office utilizes a mixture 

made from basalt rock fibres and a “renewable bioplastic (polyactic acid 

or PLA),” that is heated and then extruded, the Scara V4, acts on extrusion 

alone - as air dry clay does not need to be heated to bond.97 Nevertheless, 

a strong similarity with process, extrusion and form remain. The next pages 

outline the process, trials, details, and results of these prototyping investi-

gations. A balance was learned through the types of forms that could be 

made with this technology. 

MARTIAN PROTOTYPING
Empirical Investigations
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Figure 36: The First Stage of the 3D-Printing Process
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Figure 37: Prototyping Process
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Figure 38: Prototyping Trials
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Figure 39: Prototyping Details
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Figure 40: Prototyping Results
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The intention of these prototyping studies were to begin to understand the 

various design languages that could be supported through 3D-printing. 

For example, 3D-printing clay or concrete produces extrusion based forms 

where layers stack on top of each other to then dry or cure. Cantilevers or 

large overhangs, which structurally rely on being able to resist tensile forc-

es, are thus hard to produce without supplemental materials and support 

structures. In addition, printing tends to be more successful with simple 

geometries rather than parametric ones with sharp edges. Design is thus 

informed by these potential limitations. Undertaking these studies in the 

lab allowed me to think about the ways in which a particular method of 

construction develops a reciprocal relationship with a design process. The 

intention here was not to master an understanding of additive manufactur-

ing, but rather one of empirical investigation, taking lessons from hands on 

experiences and translating that into working design knowledge. 

The process also revealed that 3D-printing is not perfect. In some cases 

the printer derailed and had to reboot. These are the types of adjustments 

that will need to be refined when 3D-printing applications will be used on 

Mars. Autonomous rovers will eventually have to troubleshoot and correct 

their own mistakes and this is why infrastructural elements will likely be 

the first things to be made because there is less risk involved. The resulting 

language of the architecture could then be one of hybridity and informality 

between found Martian materials, such as spare or broken rocket parts, 

and 3D-printing. These prototyping studies provided context to the design 

response of infrastructures of connectivity in the next episode.
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This episode synthesizes the previous research into a series of speculative 

infrastructures. As the closed-world precedents informed earlier, stepping 

outside the realm of the habitat provided spatial, mental and physical relief 

for astronauts. In addition, according to NASA, one of the first things that 

will be built autonomously on Mars are surface infrastructures. The pro-

posed infrastructures in this design proposal connect critical resources to 

the habitat and allow astronauts to gather. The proposal takes place in the 

year 2075 when there is a human settlement of 1000 inhabitants on Mars. 

The previous human missions have confirmed there to be no signs of life 

and so possibilities for expansion open up. As initial supply missions of 

critical food and water systems become less frequent, astronauts will look 

to living off the land to supplement the settlement. As Neil Leech, author of 

Space Architecture: The New Frontier for Design Research, describes: 

For just as science fiction informs science, so too design fiction informs de-

sign. Yet the process also works in reverse, in that just as science informs 

science fiction, so too design informs design fiction. Put together, then, these 

projects offer us not only a broad overview of approaches to Space Architec-

ture, but also a reflection on the nature of Space Architecture itself.98

The following design proposal is thus a balance between researched spec-

ulation and the constraints outlined by the space industry. The design work 

outlined within proposes three infrastructures of connectivity: 1) The Wa-

ter Tower: An infrastructural beacon aimed at celebrating the discovery of 

water. 2) The Canali: An infrastructure related to food production and early 

science fiction narratives of Mars. 3) The Safe Haven: An infrastructure of 

protection and recovery. To begin, analytical mapping is shown for context.

FRAMEWORK
Infrastructures of Connectivity
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As drawn in the mapping studies on the next page and previously described 

through this thesis, Mars has a gravity that is about one third of Earth’s, at 

0.37 m/s². This is due to the mass and size of the planet which is 6779km 

in diameter. The atmospheric composition of the red planet is 95% carbon 

dioxide while it only has about 0.13% oxygen. Due to this reality, the air 

is not breathable and astronauts will have to rely on their space suits for 

traveling outside the confines of their habitat. The surface material compo-

sition of Mars is about 43% silicon, 23% aluminum and 15% iron. The iron 

oxide is what gives Mars its distinct red brown colour. These materials as 

well as basalt rock formations will be used to build 3D-printed structures as 

suggested by the closed-world precedents earlier in this thesis and the em-

pirical learning investigations. The surface temperature of the planet rang-

es between 300 to -1400 degrees Celsius. In addition, Mars has an induced 

magnetosphere which creates an unstable magnetic field on the planet. 

The wind speed on Mars varies from 3km/hr to 432km/hr. The wind carries 

harmful Martian dust that astronauts will need to take shelter from during 

routine spacewalks via Safe-Havens. Mars has a 24 hour and 40 minute 

day which make it remarkably similar to Earth. However, because Mars is 

farther away from the Sun, one year is about 668 days or sols. Last, Mars 

has an atmospheric pressure of 6.36 x 10² atm which is why the closed-

world precedents had hermetically sealed airlocks so as to not depressur-

ize. Safe-Havens that require the charging of suits and the Canali will also 

need these airlocks so they don’t depressurize.99 100

ANALYTICAL MAPPING: PLANETARY RESEARCH 
Infrastructures of Connectivity 
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Figure 41: Planetary Research 1
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SpaceX and NASA are currently looking for candidate landing sites on the 

red planet. To date, there have been 9 down selected areas where sites 

offer potential in the Arcadia Planitia region.101 These sites are generally 

in low lying areas on the planet with a thicker atmosphere to support suc-

cessful landings. These landing locations are also generally flat with sub-

tle changes in grade. They also have basalt rock formations to be used to 

3D-print structures autonomously.

Phlegra Montes, as highlighted on the mapping study on the next page, 

outlines where the chosen site for this thesis is in relation to the other po-

tential landing sites. The mapping study was sourced from the Mars Or-

biter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data and was annotated to provide context 

of where SpaceX and NASA want to land.102 103 Phlegra Montes was cho-

sen because it had the most peer reviewed research for the potential of 

sub-surface water ice. According to Golombek et al, “the Phlegra Montes 

site, has the lowest latitude and elevation of the group, a clear association 

with lobate debris aprons (LDA's), well developed polygons, and has the 

highest Sub-Surface Ice Mapping (SWIM) score for geomorphic indicators 

of ice.”104 Water is critical for future survival and also critical for psycholog-

ical well-being. 

Finding water for astronauts will undoubtedly be celebratory experience as 

it increases the likelihood of survival and growing a self-sustaining settle-

ment. The next pages offer a more nuanced and detailed analytical map-

ping study of Phlegra Montes. The site research includes: subsurface ice 

mapping, wind and dust direction, geologic formations, topography and 

surface materiality for context.105 106 107 108 109

SITE ANALYSIS: PHLEGRA MONTES
Infrastructures of Connectivity
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Figure 43: Mars Laser Orbiter Altimeter (MOLA) Site Map
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Figure 44: Phlegra Montes Deep Mapping
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Phlegra Montes is a is a valley that is flanked on either side by an eroded 

mountain range [Figure 44]. The site has wind that travels across Amazo-

nis and Arcadia Planitia - generally traveling from the southeast to north-

west. Further, the site comprises a combination of basalt and a volcanic 

rock surfaces where regolith can be gathered, printed and then reused af-

ter its life cycle. In addition, lobate debris aprons and lineated valley fills 

are also present on this site, which are essentially areas of past glacial 

movement and contain considerable research into the potential for sub-

surface ice. According to Pazar et al, there is approximately "100 billion 

metric tons of water-ice," in this region all accessible through the use of 

an electro-thermal drill and between 5 to 100 meters below the surface.110

The site for this design exploration was about 1km east of the location 

marker for where SpaceX plans to land. As shown with the parti diagrams 

on the next page, the reason for this was the proximity to water which was 

on a slightly higher elevation and slope due to the topography of the site. 

The slope was about 1:20 as found from source data. The reason for de-

signing on this slope was to respond to the site conditions through a dy-

namic and honorific journey to the Water Tower. By ascending this gradual 

slope, astronauts would experience the spatial flexibility and separation 

that is often lost in the confines of the habitat. In terms of organization, the 

site was calibrated to the constraints of the space suit as researched earli-

er. Every 60 meters, a Safe-Haven and its various iterations were placed to 

accommodate the environmental conditions of Mars and the need for rest. 

The Canali was placed in the middle of the site with reference back to early 

science fiction visions of the planet and was used to transport water and 

grow food. Last, the Water Tower was placed at the top of the site, where 

water was available. It would signal the need for a spacewalk and would be 

this goal and beacon to reach for astronauts. 
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Figure 45: Site Parti 1 & 2
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Figure 46: Site Parti 3 & 4



As illustrated with the parti diagrams, autonomous rovers would arrive on 

site via parachute and begin to assess the landscape for locations of sub-

surface ice. From there, 3D-printing rovers would begin excavating and gath-

ering material to build the first Water Tower, Canali and Safe-Haven [Figure 

45]. Next, a linear approach up the slope of the was taken and placed in 

between were iterations of Safe-Havens for moments of rest. Last, a net-

work of social and infrastructural connectivity was created, allowing for an 

experiential journey towards future Water Towers [Figure 46]. 

The site section on the next page highlights the journey an astronaut would 

take through the site [Figure 47]. This would become a routine spacewalk 

that would provide relief from the confines of the habitat. The depths of 

specific material geologies were speculated in this section but the level of 

potential sub-surface ice was accurate to the research studies previous-

ly discussed. The section highlights two dashed lines of connectivity. The 

black line shows the movement of critical resources from the top of the 

Water Tower to the bottom of the Safe-Haven. The brown line highlights the 

movement of people and the moments of celebration, gathering and jour-

ney to water they would experience. Here, infrastructure is used to support 

well-being for astronauts - an experience that is situated around critical 

resources.

88
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Figure 47: Site Section
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In order to confront the limitations of closed-worlds and their impact on 

human psychology and well being, architecture needs to think beyond the 

hard boundaries of traditional dwellings and environments that have been 

experimented with in the past. To this end, three speculative infrastructures 

have been proposed with a focus on how they can unite traditional notions 

of hard infrastructures with less traditional notions of soft infrastructures. 

The Water Tower, Canali and Safe-Haven that follow are hard infrastruc-

tures that provide critical resources of water and food while also providing 

protection. However, they are also architectural opportunities to support  

the gathering of people away from the habitat. On Earth, infrastructures are 

rarely seen as social opportunities - we do not typically gather around water 

towers or solar farms. But on Mars, these are the only destinations that have 

true potential away from the habitat. The infrastructures of connectivity are 

arranged as a sequence of way-finding points or beacons in the landscape, 

allowing the residents of Mars to expand the notion of their closed-world 

environment, both literally and figuratively. By beginning to dissolve the tra-

ditional understanding of a closed-world, extending the boundaries to new 

limits, and allowing alternate forms of engagement with the environment, 

each of the infrastructures strive to make social interaction and psycholog-

ical well-being a more ingrained part of what is mission critical on Mars. 

Connectivity in this thesis then implies the linking of critical goods to the 

habitat, and how in turn these infrastructures can support social gathering 

spaces for astronauts.

There is a value in spacing. Traditional closed-worlds have immediately 

connected infrastructures or integrated systems that combine multiple 

programs of leisure, food, hygiene, work, sleep, exercise, communications, 

A LANDSCAPE OF CONNECTIVITY
Infrastructures of Connectivity
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laboratories, greenhouses, energy, storage etc. all in one tightly controlled 

and spatial limiting box. By separating infrastructures through calibrated 

measurements for safety, an honorific journey to water is created. Ultimate-

ly, the design of infrastructure, and the spatial organization of them on the 

site at Phlegra Montes, allows astronauts to do what they came to Mars to 

do. It plays toward their scientific motivations and allows them to be explor-

ers in the most honorific and productive way as possible - in a manner that 

places their psychological well-being as mission critical. The Water Tower 

is the culminating destination in this sequence of leaving the habitat and 

visiting these infrastructures but will be the first to be described through de-

sign. As represented by the site section, descending down the slope of the 

site, the second infrastructure described through design will be the Canali, 

and last, the Safe-Haven. 
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The Water Tower sits at the top of the site, where subsurface ice has been 

researched to be located. This infrastructure is aimed at honoring and cel-

ebrating the discovery and extraction of water, while simultaneously acting 

as a multi-functional place of gathering, recreation and a social destination 

beyond the confines of the astronaut's living environment. By literally ele-

vating the extraction of water, the tower uses what limited gravity there is 

on Mars as part of a ceremonial water transporting device. By figuratively 

elevating the importance of water, the tower is a beacon in the landscape; 

a marker signaling the hope offered by the discovery of water, and as an 

ever present way-finding device that marches high across the otherwise 

desolate Martian landscape. Water is an essential resource on Mars and is 

the key motivation behind this spacewalk for astronauts. 

First, an autonomous rover would drill at a location previously determined 

to find sub-surface ice. Next, using an electro-thermal drill, as researched 

from Pazar et al, ice would be melted and then pumped into the tower. The 

temperature on Mars is such that liquid water freezes and so this Water 

Tower accounts for this by having a double skin system. On the outside is a 

3D-printed wall, infilled with aerogel, and on the inside is an inflatable cistern 

that contains the water. As the cistern expands it pushes out magnetized 

dust catchers that signal its presence in the landscape. These armatures 

were inspired by SAGA Space Architect's Dandelion Shelter for a prefabricat-

ed inhabitation lander.111 In the case for this Water Tower, the dust catchers 

would be sourced from the reuse of Starship stringers, internal components 

of SpaceX's rocket. Martian dust can be harvested for 3D-printing. Turning 

a constraint into an opportunity, once dust is caught by these armatures, it 

descends into a series of traps which can later be gathered to print more

WATER TOWER
Infrastructures of Connectivity
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Figure 48: Water Tower Axonometric
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towers in the future. The projected dust catchers also protect the tower and 

bags of ice that fill up on the perimeter envelope. As astronauts approach 

the tower, they can interact with these ice bags and take them to the top to 

then transport down to the Canali. 

The stair ascending to the top of the tower would also be built from found 

Martian landers or Starship parts and was calibrated to the gravity of Mars. 

From previous empirical investigations, it was found that large cantilevers 

are difficult to print so supplemental materials would need to be used. This 

research was a departure from WASP and IAAC's embedded stair construc-

tion [Figure 49] and was later prototyped as part of this thesis.112 In addition, 

the stair dimensions were calibrated to the gravity of Mars. In 2019, SAGA 

Space Architects tested the heights of various stair inclines in a simulated 

gravity pavilion [Figure 50] and found that the most comfortable incline was 

50 degrees.113 This metric was also used for the Canali and Safe-Haven 

designs. Once at the top of the tower, a new found perspective on the nar-

row and closed-environment of the habitat is put into perspective. A view 

of the entire infrastructural landscape and habitat beyond is visible at this 

altitude. 

The Water Tower becomes a beacon and dynamic response to the condi-

tions of the planet. The vignettes on the next pages highlight the experience 

of astronauts gathering around water during their routine spacewalk. This 

is a moment of reflection, celebration of water and relief from the habitat. 

Whether astronauts are gathering on seating around its base or interacting 

with ice through the designed staircase - the tower allows for a variety of 

social and personal interactions. At night and on days of limited visibility, 

these beacons light up creating a symbol and destination to visit for astro-

nauts. This incorporates material qualities that were prototyped to capture 

that essence in texture through clay and hybridity in construction. 
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Figure 50: SAGA Space Architect's Gravity Pavilion, 2019

Figure 49: WASP and IAAC 3D-Printed Stair Wall, 2019
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Figure 51: Water Tower Axonometric Detail 1
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Figure 52: Water Tower Axonometric Detail 2
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Figure 53: Water Tower Day Render
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Figure 54: Water Tower Base Render
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Figure 55: Water Tower Night Render
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Figure 56: Infrastructural Landscape Night Render
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Figure 57: Water Tower Prototype
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Figure 58: Water Tower Prototype Detail
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The Canali is conceptually inspired by the first imaginations of the red plan-

et by Giovanni Schiaparelli and Percival Lowell first shown in Episode I. The 

idea of a world with criss-crossing channels, where extraterrestrials strug-

gle to harvest water from an uninhabitable planet. Water is often roman-

ticized on Mars because of its scarcity. Science fiction literature and film, 

have often depicted canals on Mars as these oases whereby infrastructures 

support survival [Figure 59]. The drawing below is an artist's impression of 

a Martian landscape, where gathering around water for survival is at the 

core. This can also be an architectural opportunity, where infrastructures 

are able to create opportunities for mission critical astronaut well-being.

CANALI
Infrastructures of Connectivity

Figure 59: Michael Whelan Cover Iteration for The Martian Chronicles, 1979.
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Figure 60: Canali Axonometric
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The Canali in this thesis re-contextualizes and re-imagines the fictional 

worlds first thought of by Schiaparelli and Lowell by proposing a water 

based canal infrastructure that is also critical to the production of food. 

In addition to growing plants, the Canali is also simultaneously a place of 

gathering and exchange. It takes the essential practice of food production 

and sustenance and creates an honorific experience, whereby the act of 

growing transcends and becomes an opportunity for social connectivity 

and meaningful belonging. 

As seen with the axonometric in Figure 60, water ice-bags descend down 

from the water beacon. From there, it is met with a pressurized dome with 

built in airlocks. These airlocks collect the ice-bags and through gravity 

transport them down a series of channels. As the bags of ice begin to slow-

ly round the corners of the channels they create a moment of stillness and 

peace. As they thaw, they percolate through the cavity of the 3D-printed 

wall to a internal drip irrigation system that allow plants grow. At the end 

of this decent, moments of connectivity around water and nature are creat-

ed. Planter benches support the growth of plants and trees but also allow 

moments of privacy and spatial options for astronauts. Empty bags are 

then collected by astronauts to be transported up to the Water Tower to be 

refilled. Full bags of water that don't supply plants are taken back to habitat 

- a supply link that supports the growing settlement with food and water. 

The spatial options within the Canali provide relief to the habitat. As previ-

ously researched with the closed-world precedents, as much as social con-

nectivity is important to designing on Mars, moments of privacy are equally 

as important. In HI-SEAS, the architect who designed the "dome-model" felt 

that he was living a space similar to the panopticon where everything was 

inward looking. The Canali reflects on this and creates a variety of spatial 

moments through terracing steps that allow not only inward looking social
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Figure 61: Canali Interior Render 1
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spaces but also ones that looks outward to the surrounding Martian land-

scape. This is critical to well-being. Since the dome is hermetically sealed 

with airlocks, one can consider this model as being a type of closed-world. 

However, this Canali serves a distinct program of food production away 

from the habitat and thus it doesn't create toxic environments typically 

seen with the precedent studies of Mars500 and HI-SEAS. Rather, it pro-

vides spatial options for astronauts that contribute to supporting the need 

for wellness.

The vignette on the next page highlights the experience of gathering 

around the transportation of water and production of food [Figure 62]. Ver-

tical greenhouses take advantage of the height of the dome and as bags 

of water ice sequentially make their way down the channels above, trace 

amounts of CO² enter. This takes the constraints of the surrounding carbon 

rich environment on Mars and turns it to an opportunity for plant growth. In 

addition, it is important to mention that plant growth on Mars is not depen-

dent on Sun exposure. Although solar radiation is present due to the plan-

ets induced magnetosphere, the dust in the environment makes sunlight 

scarce for solar panels and so NASA has opted to use kilopower reactors 

which use nuclear power for energy and food production.114 In terms of 

plant growth, artificial heat lamps are accepted to be integrated in propos-

als as seen with Hassell+EOC and AI Spacefactory's model.

The next pages also show a prototype of the Canali which was made to see 

how it could be potentially built [Figure 65] [Figure 66]. The intention was 

not to resolve every technical procedure but to understand how hybridity in 

construction could inform a design language used to support well-being for 

astronauts.
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Figure 62: Canali Interior Render 2
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Figure 63: Canali Axonometric Detail 1
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Figure 64: Canali Axonometric Detail 2
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Figure 65: Canali Prototype
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Figure 66: Canali Prototype Detail
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The Safe-Haven was inspired by a combination of science fiction narratives 

from Dune and Star Wars. These narratives often depict nomadic inhabitants 

of a planet, navigating through the harsh and often arid environment [Figure 

68]. The Fremen in Dune and Tusken Raiders in Star Wars, lived in hybrid 

and informal structures made from found materials and spare metal parts. 

On Mars, a similar method to create Safe-Havens for astronauts could be 

made using a combination of 3D-printing and found rocket or lander parts 

[Figure 69]. This is a responsible method of design, as it takes advantage 

of found resources and the reuse of materials. There have been numerous 

missions to Mars over the years where some have been successful and 

others have had landing failures. For example, the various Mariner flyby 

missions by NASA and lander missions by the USSR in the late 1960's and 

70's resulted in numerous failures before success. Moreover, as Starships 

eventually make there way to Mars in the near future, rather than littering 

the land, there is an opportunity to reuse these resources in a design lan-

guage - which was prototyped. Reuse and hybridity in construction reflects 

a responsibility for waste management and sustainability.

After leaving the habitat astronauts would travel via rover to the site. From 

there they would navigate through a series of Safe-Havens up the slope of 

the site towards the Canali and eventually the Water Tower. The Safe-Ha-

ven was also in response to the current motivations by NASA to 3D-print 

infrastructures on the Moon. On Mars, these Safe-Havens would protect as-

tronauts from the elements but also become extensions of the landscape 

itself. In addition, the spatial iterations of these Safe-Havens would provide 

relief from the confines of the habitat - creating moments of rest and recov-

ery in the landscape.

SAFE-HAVEN
Infrastructures of Connectivity
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Figure 67: Safe-Haven Axonometric
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It was found through empirical investigation that these Safe-Havens were 

not only necessary but could be spaced out along a calibrated journey to-

wards water. Through the DIY spacewalk, the end motivator was the sig-

nage at the top of the hill and on Mars, it will be the Water Tower. However, 

what was missing on this exploratory empirical investigation was the need 

for rest and reflection - framing that end goal.

The images on the next few pages highlight the protective design of the 

Safe-Haven and its iterations that were placed on the site in increments 

of 60 meters. This metric was used in reference to the constraints of the 

space suit in Episode IV. Moreover, the Safe-Haven allows astronauts to re-

charge their suits in case their journey is longer than expected. As defined 

earlier, the spacesuit has a battery life of around 6-8 hours but for safety 

reasons they were spread out on calibrated measurements on the site. The 

vignettes on the last pages of this episode, showcase the reuse of para-

chutes in the design. The reuse would allow astronauts to visually recog-

nize where they are along the journey to water and thus these architectures 

would also support way-finding. In addition, the form of the design was 

embedded into the landscape and oriented to protect against south-east-

ern dust, as described earlier from the site analysis and mapping studies. 

From the various precedent studies in this thesis it was found that routine 

spacewalks toward infrastructure provided excitement, happiness and re-

lief from the tolls of the habitat. Ultimately, the Safe-Haven links the journey 

towards the Canali and Water Tower through a series of calibrated interven-

tions that are responsive to the environment. For explorers, these moments 

of rest, recovery and way-finding will be critical for their safety and well-be-

ing, as they navigate the terrains of Mars.
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Figure 68: Star Wars: The Book of Boba Fett, Tusken Raiders Navigating the Terrains of Tatooine, 2021

Figure 69: Image of the Backshell and Parachute of NASA's Perseverance Rover, Captured by 
NASA's Ingenuity Helicopter, 2022
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Figure 70: Safe-Haven Prototype
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Figure 71: Safe-Haven Prototype Detail
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Figure 72: Safe-Haven Render
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Figure 73: Infrastructural Landscape Day Render
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The thesis began by positing, that the psychological tolls of human inhabi-

tation were mission critical. The approach began by documenting contem-

porary closed-world precedents which illuminated a key finding: astronauts 

living within constricted self-sustaining environments struggle immensely 

with the lack of spatial diversity, sense of isolation, meaningful social inter-

action and belonging. 

If the COVID-19 pandemic has taught us anything, it’s that human beings 

struggle in confinement and need connection. Thus, the way we gather 

matters. Being isolated in our rooms and not having spatial flexibility is 

hard on Earth, and on Mars that reality is heightened. Early explorations in 

this thesis, looked at the options of integrating technology such as virtual 

reality, multi-functional spaces and circadian light panels in attempts to ac-

commodate a restricted closed-world. The findings of these initial studies 

were merely implementations of technology to solve core-psycho spatial 

concerns. 

Moving away from the closed-world of the habitat, to the design of the infra-

structures needed to support it, mitigated these problems but created new 

ones. The extreme environment on Mars attributes to why closed-worlds 

have been studied in the space industry and why the focus for most archi-

tecture firms has been habitat design. The habitats made in the Mars500, 

HI-SEAS, Hassell + EOC and AI Spacefactory studies are likely the types 

of models that will be used for the first settlements on the planet. How-

ever, astronauts will eventually run out of initial supply shipments and will 

need to live off the planet self-sufficiently. This thesis proposed the design 

of speculative infrastructures as extensions of closed-worlds, by using

CONCLUSION
Towards a Martian Vernacular
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program as a system of connectivity rather than containment. The Water 

Tower, Canali and Safe-Haven explored the intersection of technology, ar-

chitecture and well-being on Mars, with the intention to contextualize the 

constraints of the space industry and the various responses by architects 

and science fiction narratives in design. On Earth, infrastructures that sup-

port towns or cities are rarely seen as architectural opportunities. But on 

Mars, the infrastructures of connectivity that support a habitat, could be-

come the places where an anthropocentric design has the most impact on 

well-being. 

There is a long history between architecture and science fiction, and al-

though this thesis chose to work on Mars, it presents an important conun-

drum for architects, regardless of what planet we are on. How do we want 

to live with one another and how can architecture look beyond the technical 

constraints and engage the social? In theory, humans can probably find the 

technical means to live anywhere, regardless of how extreme the condi-

tions. However, these constraints do not address how we ought to live with 

one another. Although architecture cannot address every facet of psycholo-

gy it has an incredibly important role in shaping the way we interact through 

“space.” Whether the discipline of architecture expands to Mars or not, it 

has a fundamental responsibility to design for people and their well-being. 

Architecture, whether on Mars or on Earth, can bring us together - or not, it 

can provide relief - or not, and it can unite us - or not. Going to Mars could 

have the ability to unite people and nations, but once we go, space archi-

tecture could be what helps maintain human well-being and relationships. 

It is the hope of this thesis that whenever we go to Mars, and beyond, astro-

nauts do not just survive - but thrive. 
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“If we are interested in Mars at all, it is only because we wonder over our past 

and worry terribly about our possible future.”115

Ray Bradbury, Mars and the Mind of Man
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Composing this thesis was a humbling experience. Space architecture is 

a very niche field and although my background was not in aerospace engi-

neering or rocketry, I was compelled to approach this topic because of my 

passions for space and architectural design. I spent a year on another plan-

et, thinking about how architecture could play a role in helping astronauts 

thrive far from home. Through that process, I was confronted with reflect-

ing on my own position as a space enthusiast, designer, and human being. 

I have always felt that human settlements on Mars would be probable – a 

result of our evolution as a species, looking up and beyond our immediate 

surroundings. Although not an inevitability, it became probable in my view 

because of humanity’s considerable technological development over the 

last few centuries. The pace of advancements in science and engineering 

have created new opportunities for space exploration, but have generated 

difficult challenges, as it has dispelled old. As JFK posited when address-

ing Rice Stadium during his iconic Moon speech, “surely the opening vistas 

of space promise high costs and hardships, as well as high reward.”116  We 

now live in a very different time than when those words inspired the space 

race of the 1960’s, but the evaluation still remains - high cost vs. reward. 

Does going to Mars reflect our disassociations or disregard for our plan-

et or does it look outward to look within? The “Overview Effect” has been 

noted by astronauts as a cognitive shift in awareness, often while viewing 

Earth from the International Space Station. It is the result of viewing a frag-

ile planet without borders or as Carl Sagan has described, our Pale Blue Dot. 

By literally stepping outside our “closed-world,” we gain an immediate at-

tachment and responsibility to take care of it. Going to Mars is then largely

EPILOGUE
Towards a Martian Vernacular
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an ethical and philosophical decision. It engages with conversations regard-

ing our own moral position as the dominant species of our planet, and how 

we ought to operate as such. Moreover, space travel reflects on a plethora 

of psychological characteristics ingrained in the human identity. A return to 

primordial needs for survival, discovery, curiosity and more recent notions 

of a 19th century manifest destiny. We live in time where currently Mars has 

been popularized in the media by a few billionaire entrepreneurs who have 

invested in their companies to take us there. In turn, this has propelled a 

culture where it has largely been accepted that going is a probability. It has 

been romanticized in all forms of science fiction media but what often gets 

lost is our roots, and our unique ability as humans to step outside of our-

selves and determine our own destiny.

One of the most pressing concerns facing the world today is our shared 

burden of the climate crisis. As human beings, it is our moral obligation to 

be stewards of our planet, and as architects, it is our privilege to design for 

people and build a more responsible future. The position this thesis took 

was that, in the event that we do go to Mars in the near future, how can 

architects contribute to imagining new possibilities for closed-worlds? My 

roots as a designer have and will always be grounded in sustainable building 

practice. Therein, this thesis explored the reuse of materials and 3D-printing 

as a design methodology - an approach to design that may become more 

resourceful on Earth in the near future. As described in the preface “There 

Is No Planet B.” Earth will always be our home. But looking beyond our 

closed-world and towards a larger and more complex system, Mars allows 

us to stay curious in attempts to better understand the universe beyond our 

planet. Perhaps by expanding our notions of closed-worlds, we will realize 

how lucky we are here on Earth. I look forward to a lifetime of curiosity, 

learning and work in an architectural profession where it remains a privi-

lege to shape people’s every day - on Earth and wherever else we may go.
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Founded in 1983, the Canadian Space Society (CSS) is a federally-incorpo-

rated non-profit organization and charity. The podcast Space, Eh? brings 

together a community of space professionals, students and enthusiasts  

pursuing the exploration of space. The podcast was recorded in December 

2021, at the half-way mark of the year, with producer Mahima Kapoor who 

reached out to interview me about the thesis research. Attached is a tran-

script of the dialogue and the links where it was published: 

Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/episode/7mnp2BzWkRdUDL4msRuoeJ

Apple Podcasts: https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/s2-ep6-spaced-

out-with-sach-grewal/id1519476463?i=1000545698570

Season 2, Episode 6: ‘Spaced’ Out with Sach Grewal

Mahima Kapoor: Hi everyone, and welcome to the Canadian Space Society 

Podcast, Space Eh, I’m your host Mahima Kapoor. And for the final episode 

of the year we are going to talk about a topic we have certainly explored a 

bit over the last two seasons which is human spaceflight and exploration. 

Human space exploration and settling beyond Earth has always been a hot 

topic even preceding the space age. Establishing human colonies on the 

Moon or terraforming Mars have long been just conversations and some-

thing we see in Sci-Fi films, however these discussions have now become 

more real with an increase in both commercial and government investments 

in human spaceflight projects. So while we are still a ways away from any 

temporary or permanent human settlement in space, it’s an incredibly fun 

thought experiment we can do with those working in the field to figure out 

practical solutions for this - and who better to talk to about habitability in 

APPENDIX
Canadian Space Society Podcast : Space, Eh?
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space then the people who might one day help us design those spaces. 

So today we’ve got on our podcast Sach Grewal, who is currently pursuing 

his Master of Architecture degree from Carleton University. As a budding 

architect, his interest lies in integrating creative design solutions with sus-

tainability. Arguably, the coolest outcome of such projects and research 

is exploring applications in which a designer’s creativity is challenged and 

they may need to come up with some ‘out of box’ or rather ‘out of world’ 

solutions. Today we explore a new aspect of Space on our podcast by chat-

ting with Sach who can give us some insights into habitat design in Space 

and the challenges that come with it. Hi Sach, how are you doing? 

Sach Grewal: Hi! Thank you for having me, I’m great!

Mahima Kapoor: Great! Thanks for being on our podcast today! So my very 

first question to you is tell us a little more about your background and how 

you got interested in space and this niche space architecture in the first 

place. 

Sach Grewal: I feel like I’ve always been interested in space and in archi-

tecture. It started when I was a kid - I feel like I’ve always been interested 

in science fiction films. I used to make these Star Wars Lego spaceships - 

deconstruct them, make different iterations and I think at an early age that 

sparked my interest in science fiction but also just the craft of making and 

designing things. Later on - as I grew up, that interest in design led me to 

architecture as a career path. I’ve had the amazing opportunity to work at 

a few architecture firms in the GTA, mostly in the design of condominium 

buildings but also some institutional and commercial projects as well. And 
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now, like you mentioned, I’m in the Master of Architecture program at Car-

leton. And for my thesis, I wanted to go back to my love of space in some 

ways looking at the habitation of Mars and the Martian Vernacular.  

Mahima Kapoor: Very cool! All that sounds super interesting and it’s really 

cool how you combined both of your interests. I was super curious to ask 

you, what are some big open questions or challenges, like when you did 

your thesis, was there anything that popped up where you were like that’s a 

really cool problem that I’d like to solve in the habitat design space?

Sach Grewal: Yeah so the first thing that comes to mind in terms of space 

habitation is getting there. Getting to somewhere like Mars. So SpaceX has 

reusable rocket technologies now and suddenly the economics of it all are 

starting to work out, which is awesome! But the first question is obviously 

logistics. Once we actually arrive and we’re talking about temporary or per-

manent settlements - one of the first things astronauts will need is a place 

to live. And so the idea is that NASA or whatever agency taking on this mis-

sion will send the supplies needed to make a habitat but also the necessary 

life support systems beforehand, before astronauts arrive. There is sort of 

a debate on what the best habitat for astronauts might look like. One idea is 

that they might be extensions of Mars landers, other iterations have looked 

at inflatable structures or domes, but domes are slightly more speculative 

because they require heavier payloads. But recently, NASA had a 3D-print-

ed habitat challenge in 2018, to sort of solve that problem of logistics. The 

idea behind that challenge was to completely 3D-print structures autono-

mously before astronauts arrive. And this method would obviously reduce 

large payloads and essentially it works with what’s available on the planet 
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- any place we visit. The idea is that rovers could collect martian regolith, 

break it down, mix it with a biopolymer and essentially 3D-print these habi-

tats. The challenge with that is getting the technology to a point where we 

can actually print these things, without human interference - completely au-

tonomously, and we’re actually doing it. So companies like AI Spacefactory, 

winners of this NASA 3D printed competition are really pushing boundaries 

in this area and I think the work that they are doing is really important. One 

of the biggest questions they are asking is to think about psychological 

well-being as being something mission critical - in addition to these prag-

matic life support systems for habitats.  

Mahima Kapoor: Yeah, super cool! That was gonna be my next question, 

like what are some other cool engineering solutions we’ve got 3D-printing. 

Is there anything else that you guys are currently exploring right now as 

viable living options? 

Sach Grewal: The other main options are sort of these inflatable structures 

so there’s been a few proposals that use that and then they are surround-

ed by 3D-printed shells. The idea is that these inflatable structures are put 

onto places like Mars beforehand, when astronauts arrive they pump them 

up and then something is covering it so astronauts are protected against 

radiation and UV rays. Another option is obviously the typical sort of hab-

itat that you would see on the ISS. Which are these closed-systems that 

have everything integrated into them that you would need, like life-support 

systems, mechanical, electrical systems but the problem with those is that 

they are constricting in many ways and that’s why 3D-printing is becoming 

an accepted method now because it deals with psychology in many ways 
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and gives people spatial options. 

Mahima Kapoor: That’s a perfect segue into something that you explored 

with your thesis was this aspect of psychological well-being for people that 

are living there and designing their space to be comfortable to minimize 

some of those psychological effects. So why is it so important to consid-

er the psychological well-being of the astronauts and how do spaces deal 

with that?

Sach Grewal: Exactly, so my thesis is called (Towards a Martian Vernac-

ular, Closed-Worlds and Infrastructures of Social Connectivity). So I did a 

bunch of precedent studies looking at Earth based Mars simulations. The 

problem with these Earth based Mars simulations is they are designed in 

a way to just meet the critical systems needed for survival. They function 

really well in terms of their mechanical, electrical and life support systems 

but when you throw people into the mix it really affects their psychology. 

So for example, there was a project called Mars500 in Moscow, and it was 

a psycho-spatial experiment done between 2007 and 2011. So a few years 

ago. These astronauts were living in this space for 500 days. Essentially its 

this closed habitat and there’s this larger factory that supports it. And this 

habitat has no windows, the only thing it has are these critical spaces for 

a greenhouse, work space, sleep pod and a small leisure space.  The prob-

lems with it were that people felt like they were in isolation and constricted 

in many ways. They got along very well but they missed these basic hu-

man needs of social connectivity - they missed their families, they missed 

communicating with people outside of the habitat. There’s obviously a time 

delay when you go to somewhere like Mars, there’s like a 20 min time delay
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between Earth and Mars and they actually simulated that. Those things re-

ally get to you. So one of the things I was looking at were the interviews of 

people living within these habitats. They were asked what are the biggest 

things you missed? And the general answers were that people missed their 

families but one person said, and it was kind of funny that they said this, but 

one person said they really missed fried chicken. 

Mahima Kapoor: Ahahah 

Sach Grewal: Ahah yeah so it’s things you don’t think about but it’s actually 

a really good answer. If you think about astronauts and the food they eat, 

they’re not going to be eating gourmet meals they’re going to be missing 

home cooked… chicken, they’re going to be missing home cooked meals 

and that’s something habitats have to think about. Obviously you can’t pro-

vide these things architecturally but we can provide spatial options. Anoth-

er habitat I looked at was HiSEAS. The architect that designed that habitat 

said that it was very inward looking. So one of the biggest problems with 

space habitats is that there’s this problem of isolation. And the default to 

dealing with isolation is to create these communal spaces within the hab-

itat. So you rarely think about privacy. People can’t be social all the time. 

So you have to allow for that flexibility within these spaces so they’re not 

just inward looking and you give options to people to get away to their bed-

rooms to get away from the people they’re only with. And now you’re start-

ing to see more habitats integrate mobility into these spaces - movable 

walls, multi-functional spaces. Spaces that do double duty, so the same 

sort of  problems are also the solutions in many ways.
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Mahima Kapoor: Right! And as you were talking I was thinking the Covid-19 

pandemic is a good key study for some of the behavioral problems. It’s lit-

erally that, a closed space and you’re stuck with your family. It’s that same 

idea of connectivity yet you want isolation. So yeah that makes a lot of 

sense, I wonder if they will apply that to some of the space missions that 

happen.

Sach Grewal: Yeah absolutely, during the pandemic your bedroom is often 

your work space and it’s hard to get that separation… In many cases your-

work space is your leisure space within these space habitats. Maybe the 

desk also turns into a chair, maybe the desk also turns into a bed or some-

thing. There are opportunities there habitats can learn from. 

Mahima Kapoor: Very cool! Okay so that was a very fun conversation! I 

just have one more fun question for you which I don’t know if you’ll have 

an answer to but I will ask it anyways. I was thinking about this and sort of 

way into the future when there are legitimate human colonies in Space. And 

there’s things popping up about buying land on Mars or the Moon and this 

is all pre-development but I was wondering do you think location, location, 

location will be a factor in space real estate. I was wondering if you have 

ever thought about that? Or space real estate in general? 

Sach Grewal: Yeah! I feel like location could be super interesting. I feel like 

it would be great if I was a millionaire in the future. I could buy a proper-

ty overlooking beautiful landscapes on Mars. I feel like there’s definitely a 

future there. But that’s thousands of years in the future. The first martian 

settlements are probably going to be very humble and you most likely won’t
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have pools in your backyard… but in terms of location and the first settle-

ments, NASA is looking into settlements where water is available. So we 

know that Mars has subsurface water ice and most likely we’ll build a hab-

itat, our first settlement around that area. We also want to look at places 

that have a thicker atmosphere. So Mars has a thin atmosphere already but 

low lying areas in the northern highlands of Mars near Arcadia Planitia is 

where NASA is thinking. So when SpaceX actually lands these rockets they 

will have a cushion to support a safe landing. These lowlands also have 

areas of basalt rock formations, which is great for 3D-printing and that’s 

another thing NASA and SpaceX is looking at in terms of location.

Mahima Kapoor: That’s also super cool to think about because another 

one of your interests is sustainability. So you can use the resources that 

are there as well as 3D print structures and use all of that to make livable 

spaces. That was basically all of my questions for you Sach, thanks so 

much for being on our podcast today! Do you want to add anything to our 

listeners, our audience is mostly young students so it’s also cool that you’re 

also a student and I think a lot of people might have these dual interests as 

well where they are looking to integrate everything they do in their day-to-

day lives and figure out, okay, how does this apply to space because that’s 

where a lot of things are headed… So I was wondering if you wanted to add 

anything or say anything to students listening on career paths or maybe 

just lessons learned from your journey. 

Sach Grewal: I think the biggest thing is to follow your passions. Architec-

ture and outer space don’t always go together but I found a correlation with 

my thesis that made sense for me. So if you’re really interested in Mars or 
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space and there’s something you can get your hands on, get into it! I think 

it’s important to follow your passions, so that’s all I can really say.

Mahima Kapoor: Thank you so much for being on our podcast today, I had 

a lot of fun chatting with you Sach! 

Sach Grewal: I had a lot of fun too! Thank you!
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For the kid that used to make Lego spaceships for fun, circa 2002
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